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On Monday, November 24, AIBC Council
held a special meeting at the Wosk Centre for
Dialogue to discuss and debate council’s vision
for legislative change. The packed meeting attracted members, associates and friends of the
institute. For three hours we heard from all
vintages and backgrounds, sharing their hopes
and fears concerning proposed changes to the
Architects Act.
I have never been so proud of our members.
The tone was civil and respectful, thoughtful
and constructive. For those of you who were unable to attend or follow along online, I urge you
to review the recorded webcast of the meeting
along with other related web resources available
at www.aibc.ca.
While the formalities that govern such a meeting
create a less-than-ideal format for learning the
intricacies of such a complex subject, I believe
that good progress was made. The sense of fear
and panic that brought some to the meeting
quickly evaporated. Rhetorical debate, polarizing
concepts, and ad hominem attacks faded in the
face of reasonable and professional discussion,
and a steady ﬂow of information.
The meeting concluded with a clear commitment from your leadership to work harder to
communicate the vision and beneﬁts behind the
proposed legislative changes. There was also a
similar commitment expressed by most attendees
to honour the work done over the past eight years

by participating in upcoming consultations
and becoming otherwise engaged in the matter
at hand.
For many of us involved in the governance of
the AIBC, we were most concerned about how
few members fully understand the obligations of
AIBC Council with respect to the public interest.
As with our individual professional responsibilities to the public, the AIBC Council is obliged
by the British Columbia Legislature to act at all
times in the public interest. The four external
council members appointed by the Lieutenant
Governor provide us with sound and steady feedback on how we are doing. By all accounts, we are
doing very well.
As we go forward with conversations and
consultation sessions in the next few months, I
am conﬁdent that participating members will
like what they see in the proposed new legislation, and will reinforce the direction taken once
they more fully understand its logic and vision.
I strongly urge all members to be prepared to
spend time learning about the proposed new act
in order to better contribute to the latter stages of
the process. There will be a stream of learning at
our 2009 Annual Conference that is dedicated to
the new act.

David R. Wilkinson, MAIBC MRAIC is the
President of the AIBC Council

est, and in the interest of the profession, your
governing councils of the past six years have been
consistently pressing for new legislation. Please
respect this mountain of work by studying it, understanding it, and by contributing to its success.
There is a wise proverb:
“Tell me and I will forget,
Show me and I will remember,
Involve me and I will understand.”

As a ﬁnal thought, I was also encouraged to see
the number younger members at the special
meeting. Since the issue of new legislation
is about the future, it is vital that those with
decades of professional practice ahead of them
become active participants in this initiative. We
have recently seen a spike in interest from our
younger members, and a number have stepped
forward to assist. This is a very good sign indeed.

Even though the membership elects representatives to govern on its behalf, individual members
are still responsible for remaining conversant with
the aﬀairs of the institute. In the public inter-

Save the Date: AIBC Annual Conference, May 7 – 9, 2009

The exhibit hall at the 2008 AIBC Annual Conference

Start making plans to attend the 2009 AIBC
Annual Conference, May 7–9, 2009 at the
Vancouver Convention & Exhibition Centre.
This yearly event is the largest gathering of B.C.
architects and allied professionals, bringing
together 600+ delegates for three full days of
professional development, networking and special
events. The 2009 conference theme, “Legacy
Building”, acknowledges the permanence and
importance of architecture in developing our

communities with a special nod to the province’s
role as host of the 2010 Olympic and Paralympic
Winter Games. Mark your calendars and watch
the AIBC web site (www.aibc.ca) for session
details, registration and additional conference
information. For questions regarding sponsorship and exhibition opportunities, please contact
the AIBC Communications Department at
communications@aibc.ca.
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Executive Director’s Message
In October of this year, AIBC President David Wilkinson MAIBC and I met with representatives
of the Canadian Architectural Licensing Associations (CALA) to review work on national programs
begun last year, and to see how much further they could be moved forward. It was an exciting and
productive meeting.

The CALA’s broader goals aim to eliminate the red tape that has gradually crept in over the
years which makes mobility between jurisdictions increasingly problematic, and to reduce both
the time and impediments to registration that appear to be keeping Intern Architects from
registering. Responding to international trends, the CALA is also creating an assessment process
based on competency.

Dorothy D. Barkley is the AIBC’s
Executive Director. For questions
or comments, she can be reached
at dbarkley@aibc.ca or (604) 6838588, ext. 307

I arrived in Ottawa a day prior to the CALA gathering in order to meet with fellow executive directors from other provinces. We compared notes on initiatives in our various jurisdictions, identifying
and agreeing on how to remove inevitable outstanding diﬀerences in our approaches. We also had
the opportunity to go over possible administrative concerns and issues related to the policy initiatives that would be under discussion in the days to come. In recognition of the federal determination to achieve full labour mobility across the country, the executive directors focussed on existing
reciprocity and mobility agreements and the need for an expedited approach that would bring
both eﬃciency and certainty to the application process. We also examined Act amendments that
would be required in order to harmonize labour mobility and fall in step with the provisions of the
Agreement on Internal Trade (AIT).
The full CALA meeting began the following day with all provincial representatives at the table. It
began with recognizing the good will and cooperation of those around the table that had resulted
in the national agenda moving forward for the ﬁrst time in several years. The day’s results would
ultimately build on that commitment.
The meeting focused on the operational aspect of national programs and agreements. Nationally,
priority has been given to facilitating inter-jurisdictional mobility and removing legislative and rulebased impediments to multi-disciplinary and multi-jurisdictional ﬁrms in keeping with federal and
provincial objectives of having full labour mobility agreements in place for all professions and trades
by April 1, 2009.
Discussion centred on national policies and agreements. The CALA is increasingly concerned with how
to move forward as a profession, and what legislative changes are needed to harmonize respective provincial legislation. A representative of the Newfoundland Architecture Association noted that its new
legislation removes the requirement for registration of an architectural ﬁrm (i.e. certiﬁcate of practice).
There was considerable historical discussion regarding the introduction of certiﬁcates of practice in
various jurisdictions and their purpose. Focus also remains on the Intern Architect program and the
preponderance of IAs apparently choosing to not register.
The CALA also focused on international issues. The previous Canadian Committee of Architectural
Councils had included an active international task force. With the dissolution of the CCAC, it simply
died. The CALA has now reformed that task force, with AIBC President Wilkinson providing B.C.
representation. Priorities include a reciprocity agreement with the Architectural Council of Europe
and the Asia-Paciﬁc Economic Cooperation, as well as the proposed tri-national agreement between
Canada, Mexico and the United States.
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On the second day, CALA representatives
met with the Royal Architecture Institute of
Canada (RAIC) Board regarding national task
force initiatives, as well as with the Canadian
Architectural Certiﬁcation Board (CACB)
concerning budget and service expectations,
and with representatives of the University of
Athabasca, which is developing a CACBaccredited correspondence program for the
syllabus program.
Time was spent reviewing recommended
changes to the Canadian Education Standard
(CES), necessitated by increasing concern that
architectural education across North America
does not adequately prepare graduates for practice. South of the border, the National Council
of Architectural Registration Boards (NCARB)
and the National Architectural Accrediting
Board (NAAB) are engaged in a similar exercise.
Agreement was reached on a number of principles which, once conﬁrmed, will be published
on the AIBC web site.
Perhaps the most “exciting” announcement of
the three-day conclave concerned the syllabus
update. Partnership and program approvals with
Athabasca University have been completed and
ﬁnal approval granted by the AU Governing
Council. The syllabus program, which will be
renamed the RAIC Centre for Architecture at
Athabasca University, is seen as a viable and likely
popular alternative to the existing IA program.
Also in the works is a digital version of the
Canadian Handbook of Practice for Architects
(CHOP), mandatory for IAs across Canada.
The updated online version is expected to be
launched in January 2009.
Another of the signiﬁcant developments from
the Ottawa gathering: AIBC Registrar Gordon
Richards MAIBC was oﬃcially conﬁrmed as the
new chair of the CACB.
You may have noted the relationship between
items on the national table, such as discussions
of international recognition and the RAIC’s
facilitation of the Broadly Experienced Foreign
Architect (BEFA) program. The same applies
to continuing education. While it remains the
responsibility of provincial regulators, the different requirements of each jurisdiction as well
as the need for practitioners to report in each
jurisdiction in which they are registered has been
onerous and frustrating. In response, the RAIC

has developed a national continuing education
database. Six jurisdictions are already using the
system; the AIBC will participate as of July 1,
2009. It promises to make life much easier for
all practitioners.

One ﬁnal comment on our time in Ottawa:
our meetings took place at the Canada War
Museum, a remarkably stirring facility. A docent provided a guided tour that oﬀered details
of the diﬀerent wars represented in exhibits and
art. We later were treated to a second tour led
by an exceptionally qualiﬁed guide: Alex Rankin
FRAIC of Griﬃths Rankin Cook Architects
(Ottawa) which, in joint venture with Toronto’s
Moriyama & Teshima Architects, received a
Governor General’s Award for the museum.
Rankin, along with Raymond Moriyama
FRAIC, was a lead design architect on the
project and thus had many stories to tell of the
symbolism and events surrounding its design
and construction. The architectural signiﬁcance
of the venue added much to the meetings.

Nationally, priority has been
given to facilitating
inter-jurisdictional mobility
and removing legislative and
rule-based impediments to
multi-disciplinary and
multi-jurisdictional ﬁrms.

Building on the momentum of these Ottawa
meetings, the group agreed to convene again
in January, possibly in Vancouver, to give ﬁnal
approvals that will allow completed programs to
come before the governing bodies for approval
in February of 2009. I anticipate the new programs and agreements will be up and running
within a year.
As you can see, there is much in the works.
While progress may seem slow at times, it
remains an exciting time of change and innovation within the profession, across the country,
and throughout the world.
Lastly, the AIBC and the RAIC have agreed to
co-host the Festival of Architecture in 2011,
AIBC Past President Stuart Howard MAIBC will
be completing his term as RAIC President, and
it will be a great celebration of architecture in
British Columbia.
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AIBC Special Meeting
By David Wilkinson MAIBC MRAIC
AIBC President

To all AIBC Members and Associates
Monday, November 24 was an important step in
the ongoing evolution of the AIBC. Close to 300
members, associates and friends of the institute
took time out of their busy lives to attend a
special meeting. The meeting had been called in
response to a small group of concerned members,
and while it provided an opportunity for those
individual concerns to be shared, it ended up being much more than that.
Some of you came in response to feelings of uncertainty, fear and frustration. Others felt a sense
of professional responsibility to attend. Some
came out of simple curiosity. Regardless of what
got you there, it was the coming together and the
sharing of ideas that really mattered.
Despite divergent opinions and diﬀering objectives, the end product was an informative,
impactful, two-way exchange. There emerged a
clear message that, despite council’s best eﬀorts to
keep people informed and engaged, our members
do not feel fully up to speed with the proposed
changes to our governing legislation, and the
likely ramiﬁcations of that change.
In response, your council has made a commitment to do better. We will give you more
information, and create more opportunities for
members to both learn and contribute.
Perhaps the most resonant message of the evening
was the genuine passion that you have for your
profession. In addition, I was extremely encouraged by the widespread recognition of, and
commitment to, the institute’s core mandate of
protecting the public interest. I was also tremendously proud of the thoughtful, respectful way in
which the membership conducted itself.
Since 2002, your elected representatives working
on behalf of membership have been pushing this
legislative rock up the hill. Some have questioned
our motivation and intent. I can assure you the
motive has been clear and transparent from the
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beginning: to strengthen the
profession and better serve the
public through changes to our
enabling legislation.

The City of Surrey’s Firehall #10.
Bernard Perreten Architecture, Read Jones Christoffersen Consulting Engineers and Sun Valley Masonry. Winner of the 2008 Masonry Design Awards’ Award of Excellence (Institutional Category).

Kudos

Periodic tinkering has kept
an archaic piece of legislation
in play for nearly a century, but
it can no longer keep up with
today’s world and a much-evolved
profession. The need for new
legislation is long past.
The time has also come for a fresh
perspective on just what is the
“architectural family.” Over the
years the AIBC has successfully
built bridges to allied professions
and occupations, a move reﬂective
of the all-encompassing “master
builder” origins of the profession.
Yes, the addition of new categories of membership is a signiﬁcant
change for our institute. It is also
valid, logical, beneﬁcial to the public, and one
that should be embraced rather than feared.
While it would surely be simpler for all, not
changing is not an option. The Architects Act, a
product of a diﬀerent time and reality, no longer
adequately serves the profession or the public. As
stated, it is council’s responsibility to lead in the
maintenance and development of the profession
in order to keep it strong and healthy for the
future. The membership of the AIBC shares in
that responsibility.
Even though the legislative change process has
been slow and painstaking, success is well within
our grasp. As architects, this is what we do. We
gather information and formulate a vision. We
read and respond to our environment. We solve
problems and build consensus. We account for
stress, erosion and external forces. We blend

National Award for Coady

form and function. And we create something of
lasting value.
Council members came away from this special
meeting with many valuable insights, ones that
will guide us in the weeks and months ahead. It
was not our ﬁrst meeting on legislative change,
and it certainly will not be our last. I truly hope
the passion and active participation on display
will carry over as we continue to move the
profession forward.

Teresa Coady AIA,
MAIBC, MRAIC,
AAA, LEED® AP of
Vancouver’s Bunting
Coady Architects
is the recipient of a
2008 RBC Canadian
Woman Entrepreneur
Award. Established
in 1992, these awards
honour leading female
entrepreneurs whose
successful business achievements have contributed signiﬁcantly to the Canadian and global
economies, as well as to their own community.
Coady was selected by a panel of 16 judges for
the Bell Trailblazer Award, given to a recognized
trendsetter who has demonstrated outstanding
leadership both within her company and her
market, set the standards for originality, quality
and successful management. For more on the
RBC Canadian Woman Entrepreneur Awards, visit
www.theawards.ca.

which took place in Barcelona from October 22
to 24. It attracted more than 700 entries representing 63 countries in 17 award categories.

www.masonrybc.org or contact the MIBC directly
at e-mail info@masonrybc.org or telephone (604)
291-1458.

2008 Masonry Design Awards Gala

2008 Holcim Awards

The work of numerous B.C. architects and
masonry professionals was recently celebrated at
the 2008 Masonry Design Awards Gala. Produced
by the Masonry Institute of B.C., the event was
held on Wednesday, October 22 at Vancouver’s
Roundhouse Community Arts & Recreation
Centre. Among this year’s 47 award-winning
projects were: Abbotsford Regional Hospital
& Cancer Centre (Musson Cattell Mackey
Partnership); King David School (Acton Ostry
Architects); and The Cridge Village Seniors’
Centre (Chang Holovsky Architecture Inc.). This
year’s jury included Michael Geller MAIBC - a
local planner, architect and developer; Douglas
Watts, building envelope specialist with Read
Jones Christoﬀersen; Calgary architect Ken
Hutchinson MAIBC AAA FRAIC SAA; and retired masonry contractor Peter Zirpke. For more
information on this year’s awards, please visit

Congratulations to MAIBCs Craig Duﬃeld,
Ron Kato and Larry McFarland of Vancouver’s
Larry McFarland Architects who received special
acknowledgement at the North America level
of the 2008 Holcim Awards. Their work on the
North Vancouver Outdoor School was one of nine
chosen projects from Canada and the United States
that showcase the latest approaches to issues such
as aﬀordability, employment, renewable energy,
and water eﬃciency. Almost 5000 projects from
90 countries were entered in the competition,
which aims to promote sustainable responses to
technological, environmental, socioeconomic and
cultural issues.

Hotson Bakker Boniface Haden Architects –
Winner at World Architectural Festival
Congratulations to Hotson Bakker Boniface
Haden Architects of Vancouver, winner at the
2008 World Architectural Festival. The ﬁrm’s
Nk’Mip Desert Cultural Centre project near
Osoyoos was chosen in the “Holiday” category.
This is the ﬁrst time for an awards competition in
conjunction with this major international festival,

The Irving K. Barber Learning Centre at the University of British
Columbia. DA Architects & Planners with McLeod Masonry. Winner
of the Special Recognition Award (Restoration Category).

Western Living 2008 Designers of the Year Awards
Congratulations to the following who are among
those to captured top honours in Western Living
magazine’s 2008 Designers of the Year Awards:

»

Architects of the Year: Measured Architecture
(Clinton Cuddington MAIBC and Matthew
Woodruﬀ MAIBC)

»

Interior Designers of the Year (tie): Evoke
International Design (David Nicolay and Robert
Edmonds); Design/Build (Juli Hodgson)

»

Landscape Designers of the Year: space2place
(Jeﬀ Cutler BCSLA, CSLA)

Information on all winners can be found at
http://www.westernlivingmagazine.com/D/09.
doty.html
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Intern Architects
Share 20/20 Vision

Golfers Tee it Up for Foundation
Julio Gomberoff MAIBC MRAIC (far left) celebrates a great putt with
teammates Andrew Geldard, Craig Crawford and Craig Lochhead

The Brazillian Amazon as captured in the presentation by Intern Architect Abdel Munem Amin.

On Thursday, November 6, the AIBC Intern
Architect Committee hosted its annual social event,
this time with a timely twist. The event was based
on Pecha Kucha - an increasingly popular showand-tell format whereby presenters are allowed 20
images and given 20 seconds to speak to each. The
focused format resulted in a lively evening featuring
ﬁve informative and varied presentations for all in
attendance at the AIBC Gallery.
The evening’s program of presenters and
topics included:

»
»

Allison Holden IA: Femininity in Architecture

»

Varouj Gumuchian IA & Gary Schilling:
Eclectic Creativity

Ariane Truong IA: Floating Houses /
Communities

»

May So IA: A Land Flowing with Milk:
Rothiemay Farm, New Brunswick

»

Abdel Munem Amin IA: Amazonas Brasilias:
A Tale of a Broken Nomad

The 20x20 format was a ﬁrst for AIBC IAs, with
an open call for submissions that allowed any IA
to present on any topic of choice. As presenter
May So IA notes, the unique open-call opportunity paid high creative dividends for presenters
and audience alike. “Developing and delivering
my 20x20 presentation was a fun and high-energy challenge,” says So. “The pace forced me to be
succinct, to improvise … with humourous results
… and to impact the audience using only select
words and images.”
While many laughs were shared throughout
the evening, the event also proved an excellent
opportunity to learn and share experiences with
peers. ”The variety of the topics was spectacular,”
says event organizer Abdel Munem Amin IA, “I
think it spoke to the diversity of the architectural
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profession and its practitioners. I have received a
lot of positive feedback from those who attended,
especially from people new to the 20x20 experience. What is clear is that the format caters well
to the fast-paced world in which we live.”

Given the positive response, the AIBC Intern
Architect Committee hopes to host similar evenings in the future.

With its rapid-ﬁre approach, the 20x20 format
also develops public speaking skills and requires
presenters to be thoughtful and succinct. Says
Amin: “I believe that presentation skills are
undervalued in the architectural profession. It’s
useful for Intern Architects to practice presenting
their ideas in a concise format so that they can
convey their ideas clearly and quickly. Through
events like this, interns can gain real-life experience in a social and informal setting while learning from each other.”
Presenter Ariane Truong M. (Arch), LEED AP
lends yet another perspective on the advantages
of this unique format. “20x20 was my ﬁrst presentation to peers since graduation,” she explains.
“Between exams, overtime hours and what
resembles a social life, it can be challenging to ﬁt
in extra-curricular research and work. This event
was the perfect platform to get back in the game.
The audience was diverse and bright, the Pecha
Kucha rhythm was like natural conversation ﬂow,
and best of all, there were no critics to face after
the last slide.”
The event was produced by the AIBC’s registration & Licensing Department in conjunction
with the AIBC Intern Architect Committee
including Patrick Schilling IA (Chair), Abdel
Munem Amin IA, Varouj Gumuchian IA, Jason
Herzog IA, Baldwin Hum IA, Johnnie Kuo IA,
Anthony Milkovich IA, Scott Staniul IA, and
Paul Sukava IA. Support for the evening was
also provided by the Architecture Foundation of
British Columbia.

Floating home communities were unveiled in the presentation by
Intern Architect Ariane Truong

The Eighth Annual Architecture Foundation of
British Columbia Golf Tournament took place
on Friday, September 19 at Beach Grove Golf
Course in Tsawwassen. To complement the day’s
golf, players were treated to skill-testing contests, a
barbeque lunch, a banquet dinner, and a generous
oﬀering of special prizes.
This year’s event saw a record amount of money
raised for foundation programs. Some 34 teams
took to the links for an afternoon of friendly
competition in the name of a great cause. “This
year was our most successful tournament to
date,” says AFBC President Stuart Howard
MAIBC FRAIC. “I’m thrilled to report that I’ve
received great feedback from the golfers, and
that the foundation raised more sponsorship
revenue than ever before.”

2008 Tournament Chair Wally Ewert MAIBC
continues, “I enjoyed working with this year’s
organizing committee, in particular the very
dedicated staﬀ of the AIBC whose combined
eﬀorts resulted in the most successful tournament to date. I was very pleased to get involved
with the foundation, help the foundation grow,
and most importantly increase the proﬁle of the
foundation in our community and its friends
and supporters.”
For those keeping score, the winning team was
the foursome of Charles King, Doug Lucier,
Neil Pelman MAIBC and Peter Webb representing Pelman Architecture. Top honours in the
putting contest went to Derek Neale MAIBC of
NSDA Architects.

This year, $32,500 was raised for the foundation and its various initiatives in support of
B.C. architecture and architects. “All of it
helps to strengthen the foundation’s many initiatives which encourage awareness, education,
research, and public service in architecture,”
explains Howard.
Planning is already underway for next year’s
tournament, which promises to be bigger
and better. Information will be available
on the AIBC web site (www.aibc.ca) in the
months ahead.
A special thank-you also goes out to the generous sponsors and donors who made this year’s
event a success.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Consultants Ltd.
• Ballet BC
• Cannon Design
• Cobalt Engineering
• Enerpro
• James Bush &
Associates
• Yoneda & Associates

Kindred Construction
London Mah & Associates Ltd.
Morrison Hershﬁeld
Nemetz (S/A) & Associates Ltd.
Norson Construction Ltd.
Read Jones Christoffersen
Singleton Urquhart LLP
SRC Engineering Consultants
Ltd.
Wedler Engineering LLP

Nemetz (S/A) & Associates Ltd.

Rafﬂe Prize Sponsors
• Arts Club Theatre
Company
• BC Lions Football Club
• Canlyte
• Frogﬁle Ofﬁce
Essentials
• Vancouver Opera
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TECHNOLOGY WATCH

Wired for Success
If technology is the door to success in today’s world of
global competition, international markets and collaborative
projects, the Internet is often the key.
The online medium has become an integral part of business marketing and awareness campaigns for all
sectors including architecture, and web sites have become an indispensable tool for virtual teamwork when
time and distance will not allow. »

Canadians have been eager to plug in and log
on, ranking ﬁrst in North America in terms
of Internet penetration. Recent ﬁgures from
ComScore Media Metrix show that:

»

Approximately 79% of Canadians regularly
visit news and information sites, the highest
level worldwide;

»

Half of all Canadian households have a computer in the same room as a TV set;

»

Canada leads all G7 countries in average
minutes spent online, and is second in average
pages viewed; and

»

More than 18 million Canadians, representing
56% of the population, go online each month.

As a business tool, web sites belong right there
along side all the other creative implements an
architect puts to use. “Use the internet as a tool,
not as an end,” oﬀers Seth Godin, best-selling
author and new media guru. “The dramatic leverage of the net more than overcomes the downs of
the current economy.”
“No other medium is as measurable, transactional or interactive as the Internet” says Rob
Gradley, vice-president of sales and marketing
for SmartWeb Canada Inc, a Vancouver-based
web site provider. “At its core, business is still
about relationships, and web sites are allowing
businesses to build those relationships in a whole
new way.”
While the company home page has become the
introductory handshake of modern business,
such things as out-of-the box creative solutions,
customized web page and electronic newsletter
subscription that target customers help turn the
casual introduction into a lasting relationship.
As Godin notes, it’s also about connections. This
includes not only connecting with clients, but
bringing together project teams in a shared-butvirtual workplace. For architectural ﬁrms taking
on work in far-away places, this makes it increasingly do-able.
And it’s not just the big players who are
thinking this way. Says Gradley: “A functional
web site is now a must for small- to mediumsized businesses.”
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With that in mind, Gradley oﬀers up the following points to keep in mind when considering your need for a web presence:

»

Make sure your web site is part of an overall
marketing strategy, one that reﬂects your
organization’s overall image and desired brand.

»

Keep it user-friendly; remember, it’s a direct
extension of your business.

»

Research and identify your target audience.
Know your market, and what your customers
want.

»

Keep an eye on the competition, including how
they are marketing themselves on-line.

»

When the Internet momentum kicks in, be
sure to allocate the necessary resources to take
full advantage.

Even with this recipe for success, content remains
the meat in the web sandwich. “Research has
shown that 86% of all Internet traﬃc is generated through search engines,” explains Gradley.
“Trying to get your web site to show up at the
top of a list that is potentially in the millions can
be a real challenge.”
“Search engine optimization” is the process of
improving both the volume and quality of your
web traﬃc. This entails knowing and using key
words and phrases to make your site search engine friendly. Again, research is crucial.
While a simple-but-sharp web site can be a revenue generator, Gradley is quick to remind that it
is also important to allocate budget for both online and oﬄine marketing campaigns. “The most
beautiful web site in the world,” he explains, “will
do absolutely nothing for your business if no one
knows where it is.”
Thankfully, new technologies have made operating a web site both aﬀordable and manageable.
Still, Gradley still sees his share of late adopters.
“There are still a signiﬁcant number of businesses
out there that don’t have a web site because they
fear it’s going to be too complicated and too
expensive. In terms of return on investment, it’s
rather short-sited and sometimes fatal.”

SmartWeb Canada Inc. is part of the AIBC’s
member beneﬁt program.
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SUSTAINABILITY

SUSTAINABILITY
that the emerging technological “problem” of
sustainability had an important cultural dimension. John and I both had extensive experience in
practice and in architectural writing and criticism.
Additionally, we had both worked on architectural
exhibitions before 41º to 66º, so we brought a
wealth of similar experience to the project.
AIBC: Is it safe to say the development
phase of this exhibit involved an extensive
research component?
JM: Yes. We researched and gathered an extensive group of buildings done by architects across
all regions of the country. They were chosen on
the basis of the ﬁt with the curatorial theme. The
structures demonstrated speciﬁc responses to climatic and geographic conditions, and frequently
the characteristics of a response to cultural patterns and building traditions of either indigenous
groups or early settlers in the Canadian context.

[ 66º of Separation ]
The Art of Sustainable Design
When it comes to sustainability, it’s no secret that British
Columbia architects have led the way in ﬁnding innovative solutions to today’s concrete challenges. The ﬁne arts
world has taken note, ﬁnding beauty in “green” design
and poetry in the logic it embodies. 41º to 66º: Regional
Responses to Sustainable Architecture in Canada
is a prime example. The brainchild of the Canadian
curatorial team of John McMinn and Marco Polo, this
travelling exhibit cleverly unveils how architects across the
nation are responding to the sustainability challenge. Art
for art’s sake? The curators oﬀer up a closer look.
AIBC: John and Marco, you both blend a dynamic
combination of architectural expertise and curatorial experience. Can you elaborate on your
education and professional experience?
JM: I’m a graduate of both McGill University
and the Architectural Association in London. I
spent the early part of my career working in both
London and Paris with Ove Arup, a prestigious
international design ﬁrm, alongside Peter Rice.
I then went on to teach at several schools of architecture, and, in 1992 I was awarded the Canada
Council Prix de Rome in Architecture. I’m currently
Associate Professor at the University of Waterloo’s
School of Architecture. In addition to teaching, I
maintain an active building design practice while
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Photo: Richmond City Hall by Hotson Bakker Boniface Haden architects + urbanistes in association
with Kuwabara Payne McKenna Blumberg Architects. Image courtesy of Cambridge Galleries.

contributing to numerous architectural journals,
publications and curatorial projects.
MP: My education includes a Bachelor of Arts degree and a Bachelor of Architecture degree from
the University of British Columbia. I’m a Member
of the Ontario Association of Architects as well
as a Member of the Royal Architectural Institute
of Canada; I’m also an Associate Professor at
Ryerson University’s Department of Architectural
Science. My areas of particular interest include
the criticism of contemporary Canadian architecture; the history of Canadian architecture since
1945; regionalism in Canadian architecture; and
cultural dimensions of sustainability. My work as
a writer has included editing a volume entitled
The Prix de Rome in Architecture: A Retrospective
(Toronto: Coach House Books, 2006).
AIBC: What was the genesis of 41º to 66º?
JM: It was during the 1990’s that we ﬁrst speculated there ought to be an investigation of a broader
deﬁnition of sustainable design relating to the
cultural dimensions of how buildings resonated
with cultural patterns, and how building traditions
varied from place to place in response to contextual issues of geography and climate.

MP: At that time, I was editor of Canadian
Architect magazine and John was a contributor
and editorial advisor. We were frustrated by how
the discourse around sustainability tended to
focus on technological issues with little or no discussion about the important cultural dimension of
sustainability and its relationship to tectonic and
material culture. We collaborated on a number
of articles in the magazine that sought to address
this larger issue. A few years later - I think it was
2003 - we decided to put together a proposal for
a book on the subject. That idea morphed into the
notion of an exhibition, which became 41º to 66º.
We also produced an accompanying catalogue
that allows us to elaborate on the ideas behind
the exhibition.
AIBC: What was the nature of your collaboration
on this exhibit?
JM: Our collaborative approach meant that all
aspects of the project, from idea development
through to writing and exhibit planning, were
jointly authored.
MP: We also have an underlying shared interest in understanding technology in architecture
from a cultural perspective. It convinced us

MP: After completing an extensive survey of
contemporary Canadian green buildings, we
established priority projects based on a variety
of criteria. From our research, we were able to
distill certain key principles that we understood
to inform a number of contemporary green buildings. Basically, we looked at three major areas of
study: regional diversity, both in terms of physical
and cultural characteristics; vernacular building
traditions and their relationship to those regional
physical and cultural characteristics; and contemporary green building and its relationship to
vernacular traditions as well as regional physical
and cultural characteristics.
AIBC: 41º to 66º features six distinct cultural
and geographic regions of Canada: the Arctic,
West Coast, Mountain, Prairie, Continental and
Atlantic. In your experience, how is B.C. architecture distinctive from the other regions?
JM: In the coastal region, the response to
climate frequently results in large protective
overhanging roofs to shed rain, and the
presence of large amounts of glazing, which
respond to the mild climate and frequently
dull, overcast weather conditions.
MP: B.C. straddles two of the regions: West Coast
and Mountain. The distinctive characteristics of
the West Coast region are its mild climate and
low sunlight, which suggest a very different kind
of architecture from cold climate, bright conditions like the Prairies. For one thing, temperature
is less of a concern, both in terms of heating and
cooling. In the Mountain region, snow loads are a
major concern so that architecture in this region
is often characterized by steeply sloping roofs.
There’s also a strategy of partially submerging
buildings in sloping landscapes, which provides
the beneﬁts of the earth’s thermal mass. This is
grossly oversimpliﬁed, but it starts to describe
how buildings can respond to climatic and geographic conditions in a very direct way.

AIBC: More speciﬁcally, 41º to 66º features
the work of many former and currently registered B.C architects and ﬁrms including
Busby Perkins+Will, Arthur Erickson, Hotson
Bakker Boniface Haden, Hughes Condon Marler
Architects, Patkau Architects and Stantec. How
did they get involved?
JM: The practitioners generally provided material relating to their projects - photography and
explanatory descriptive material on their work.
MP: The exhibit was also recently on display at
the 2008 Venice Biennale for Architecture. For that
event, we expanded our involvement with some
of the practitioners by adding short animated
ﬁlms of certain projects with the practitioners
themselves providing voice-overs. The models for
the exhibition were made by students at Ryerson
University. Since we knew the show would tour
for an extended period, we didn’t want to tie up
the practitioners’ own models. Students from the
University of Waterloo were also involved. We
were very lucky to have worked with a number of
very capable and committed students, both in the
initial version and the one exhibited in Venice. It
is very reassuring to see the degree of commitment and enthusiasm for this work demonstrated
by the next generation of Canadian practitioners.
AIBC: 41º to 66º has enjoyed considerable public
attention both nationally and internationally.
Can you elaborate on some of the unique presentation opportunities that have grown out of
your work?
JM: 41º to 66º may be the ﬁrst curatorial collaboration Marco and I have done together, but it
is a project that has carried on over several years
and through many different permutations. Unique
presentation opportunities have included conference submissions such as the 2005 Sustainable
Building Conference in Tokyo and, most recently,
a new version of the exhibit represented Canada
at the 2008 Venice Biennale for Architecture.

of, and inﬂuenced by, buildings from all over the
world. In the case of 41º to 66º, what translates
isn’t a particular architectural form or motif, but
rather an attitude or approach that prioritizes
responses to local conditions. Interpretation and
adaptation of international sources to local conditions has always played a role in the development
of architecture. Many of Canada’s early settlers
brought with them their cultural building forms
and adapted them to the materials, technologies
and climatic conditions available to them in their
new context, creating something new and appropriate to their new living conditions. Architects
continue to do that today, but in a much more
sophisticated context than what was available to
our predecessors.
AIBC: What were the most exciting discoveries
that grew out of curating this exhibit?
JM: The research on 41º to 66º revealed the tremendous depth and quality of recent Canadian
architectural work, which stands up very well
against current trends and achievements in
architecture abroad.
MP: One important lesson to be drawn is
that we have a wealth of architecture here in
Canada. Despite our chronic inferiority complex,
Canadian architecture is rich and diverse. We
need to develop a degree of conﬁdence as an
architectural culture that is commensurate with
our capabilities. As John noted, Canadian architects are producing work that stands up well on
the international stage.

Additional 41º to 66º Exhibition Information
Exhibit Objectives:
•
•

To respond to a growing Canadian interest in its
own architecture.
To uncover how many Canadian architects are designing
sustainable buildings that refer to the language of
modernism while taking local geography, climate,
materials, culture and design history into consideration.
To explore six Canadian regions (Arctic, West Coast,
Mountain, Prairie, Continental, and Atlantic) through
photo and text wall panels and architectural models.

MP: The exhibit has enjoyed an extensive tour of
Canada as well.

•

AIBC: What are your thoughts on how architecture translates across borders?

Exhibit Presentation Timeline and Venues:

JM: The thesis of the exhibition suggests that the
speciﬁcity of response to climate and geography
tends to result in buildings that are highly speciﬁc
to their place, though in the Canadian context
there is also a high degree of awareness of the
trends and patterns of contemporary architecture elsewhere. The term “critical regionalism”,
around which the thesis of the exhibition is
loosely based, is rooted in the idea of architecture
that incorporates this speciﬁcity of response to
local conditions while being aware of the larger
international context of architectural practice
and trends.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

November 2005: Cambridge, ON (Design at Riverside
Gallery – exhibit debut)
Summer 2006: Edmonton, AB (Works Festival)
Fall 2006:Toronto, ON (IIDEX)
Summer 2007: Regina, SK (Mackenzie Gallery)
Fall 2007: Halifax, NS (Dalhousie University School of
Architecture)
Summer 2008: London, ON (Museum London)
Fall 2008: Surrey, BC (Surrey Art Gallery)
Fall 2008: Venice, Italy (The Venice Biennale in Architecture)
Summer 2009: Whitehorse, YT (Yukon Arts Centre)

For additional information, please visit www.41to66project.com

MP: There’s no question that architecture is now
a global culture, and that architects are aware
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Thom’s concept paints the Vancouver of tomorrow as a vibrant, fresh space while underscoring
the correlation between public space and the
health and well-being of a city and its inhabitants. Social interaction is part of civic identity;
people like to do things together, and given the
opportunity, they will. The premise that people
will gather in public - if you give them a good
place to do it - challenges architects and designers
to design for the human scale.

Square Peg, Round Hole:
How Architects are Helping to Redeﬁne
Public Spaces in British Columbia and
Across the Globe

According to Jan Gehl Architect MAA, Int
FRIBA, Hon. FAIA, Professor, Dr.Litt, founding partner of Copenhagen’s Gehl Architects
and advocate for the global “pedestrianization”
movement, people’s well-being should be the
driving force behind planning process for cities.
Sustainable environments are those that promote
holistic lifestyles. They not only use sustainable
materials but advocate walking, cycling and
alternative transport. Gehl’s work has successfully
inﬂuenced communities across Europe, Australia,
Africa and South America. However, the sprawling, car-dependent cities, and harsh climates of
North America are a new challenge. Yet his vision
remains clear: although cultures and climates differ, the livability of a city occurs when the unique
qualities and amenities of the speciﬁc urban context are embraced by the public realm. Livability
and sustainability are means to the same end.

By Tanya Southcott M.ARCH, B.ES, Intern Architect

Image courtesy of Bing Thom Architects

The public realm – the accumulation of city spaces
that are open and accessible to all citizens – plays
a signiﬁcant role in deﬁning a community’s civic
sense of place. Be it streets, sidewalks, parks, squares,
plazas or promenades, all of these places become, by
design, venues for collective urban life. They aﬀord
opportunities to explore one’s sense of community,
and build on that sense by encouraging interaction.
In British Columbia, a province famed for
its natural beauty and dramatic landscapes, the
relationship between the public realm and the
natural environment is key. Consider Vancouver,
the province’s largest city and consequently its
greatest concentration of citizens. Given the city’s
location on a peninsula between mountains, sea
and river, public activity is pushed to the periphery where appreciation of its natural setting is
the focus – typically along the shoreline, waterfront parks and the seawall promenade. Here,
the use of public space is primarily centred on
personal leisure.
Successful design considers amenities and attractions, access to and ﬂexibility of the space, and its
adaptability to a wide range of activities and scale
of events, considered from the perspective of the
pedestrian as the primary user.
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While Vancouver does have a number of public
squares scattered throughout the city, what it
lacks in terms of public space is the grand public
square traditionally considered to be the focal
point of civic life. Places like Times Square in
New York, Trafalgar Square in London, and Red
Square in Moscow are icons of cultural, social
and political activity strongly tied to the identity
of the place.
In Dream City: Vancouver and the Global
Imagination, author Lance Berelowitz recognizes
the critical beneﬁt of public space to a city; its capacity as a social condenser. He argues that such
space is not an amenity but a necessity, providing
the opportunity for active collective participation
and in eﬀect the exercise of democracy.
“A society that allows its true public spaces to
be turned into benign venues of consumption
and leisure … is in danger of losing the will and
ability to appropriate those spaces as theatres for
vital, legitimate political expression.”
Coincidentally, Vancouverites are now being
asked to consider this very issue. Vancouver’s
Where’s the Square competition, organized by the
Vancouver Public Space Network (VSPN), oﬀers
the public the opportunity to rediscover such

venues. Open to everyone, the design competition
aims to generate ideas about where such a square
might be located in the city, and what it might
look like.
In its eﬀort to raise awareness about the importance
of public squares and the signiﬁcance they hold in
creating and fostering public interaction, VSPN has
kicked oﬀ its competition with a series of public
events. Drawing on the expertise of prominent
urbanists, architects, designers and authors, the
calendar includes walking tours, lectures, public
forums, and discussions that focus on the uses and
beneﬁts of traditional public gathering places, their
history in Vancouver and the potential for a civic
centre that speaks to what it means to
be “Vancouver”.
To get the creative juices ﬂowing, B.C. architect
Bing Thom CM, M.Arch, MAIBC, FRAIC, AIA
unveiled his vision for Vancouver at the competition launch event on September 23, 2008. His
illustration demonstrated genuine “out of the box”
(pun intended) thinking. Rather than envisioning a European-styled square for Vancouver, he
proposed a sanded beach along False Creek, along
with a Georgia Street “greenway” leading through
to Stanley Park.

Given the city’s location on a peninsula between
mountains, sea, and river, public activity is pushed to
the periphery where appreciation of its natural setting
is the focus – typically along the shoreline, waterfront
parks and the seawall promenade.

In today’s climate of environmental awareness,
cities like Vancouver and others across Canada
are increasingly open to opportunities for more
sustainable living. Because natural environment
is so strongly linked to our sense of place, the
potential exists to redeﬁne our idea of public
space to meet our civic needs while accommodating our environmental concerns. Simultaneously,
our fast-paced world – one in which electronic
connectedness is increasingly replacing human
interaction – could beneﬁt signiﬁcantly from additional ”space time”.
Entry forms for the Where’s the Square competition are due
January 30, 2009, with ﬁnal designs to be submitted by March
20, 2009.
For more information, please visit:
http://vancouverpublicspace.ca/index.php/campaigns/
urbandesign/index.php?page=wts
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Book Review
By Dr. Nancy Mackin MAIBC MRAIC

Expanding Architecture: Design as Activism
Expanding Architecture: Design as Activism (2008)
is timely for architects in British Columbia. Just as
we consider revisions to our own Architects Act, and
as uncertain economic times encourage us to look
to alternative projects for our energies, Expanding
Architecture challenges us to reconsider the nature
of architectural practice.
The book is a compendium of essays contributing towards the argument that we, as architects,
should be applying our professional skills to improving communities and the lives of individuals
who lack an adequate built environment. We are
invited to consider how architects’ work might
contribute towards improving the daily existence
of the larger populations of the world while contributing to the larger struggle for social justice.

Cover image supplied by CNPR Public Relations
Co-edited by Bryan Bell and Katie Wakeford
D.A.P / Distributed Art Publishers, Inc, New York, 2008

Social justice and architecture are often diﬃcult
themes to coil together into strong and defensible
cordage, so Expanding Architecture’s clear system
of laying out the issues and responses to those
issues is helpful. Appropriately for a book about
design, this book has a visually articulated structure with each section colour-coded by chapter.
The turquoise introductory chapters argue for the
need to change the way we practice architecture.
Thomas Fisher, former editor of Progressive
Architecture, opens the section and sets the
context by demonstrating that architects are
currently working within the “eye of the storm”.
Community design and public interest architecture are growing in importance, he instructs,
particularly as “millions of Americans, as well as
billions of people around the world, battle the
storms of inadequate services, unaﬀordable housing, and unsafe neighborhoods on a daily basis”.
Co-editor Bryan Bell, recipient of the National
Honor Award from the American Institute of
Architects, then calls for us to change the way
we practice architecture so that we can serve
communities and individuals who are currently underserved, particularly those lacking in
adequate built facilities. Josė Gámez and Susan
Rogers conclude the introductory section, calling upon architects to become socially engaged.
Reﬂecting upon historic forays into a socially
committed architecture from utopian designs of
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Charles Fournier to the modernist project, Gámez
and Rogers note that these forerunners’ goals often
failed because the architects’ social intentions
conﬂicted with market capital and the power of
institutions. They then underline the three points
of action needed to accomplish social goals: 1)
understand the role of the market in design; 2)
consider how utopian thinking might coalesce
architectural energies; and 3) develop socially and
politically engaged design practices.
Although the three introductory chapters are
somewhat repetitive (one might feel bombarded
rather than enlightened after so many repeated
admonitions), they lay out the case for architecture
that responds to social as well as ecological and
economic issues.
Subsequent sections contain the design case studies
that illustrate responses to the call for a socially responsive architecture. The green section leads. Not
surprisingly, “green” chapters encourage environmental design that is also aﬀordable and meaningful in their social context.
Although the “Green Revolution” and LEED® certiﬁcation processes have encouraged many architects
to address global environmental problems, the green
chapters argue that social and cultural problems have
not directly beneﬁted from architects’ devotion to
LEED®. Many of us may have witnessed LEED®’s inability to ﬁt within a project’s economic constraints.
Projects for less fortunate communities often do not
have a budget large enough to construct a suitable
building, let alone to fund the additional time, fees,
and processing required for LEED® certiﬁcation.
Further, LEED® addresses only a few aspects of
socially responsive design and does not reward community participation in the elucidation of ecological solutions. To remedy this perceived omission
in LEED®, the green section advocates designing
within the mandate of Social, Economic, and
Environmental Design Network (SEED). Case studies are then presented that demonstrate how SEED
encourages the interweaving of environmental issues
with social responsibility.
Participatory design, the orange section, provides
inspiring examples of a key process for respectfully

including local ecological and cultural knowledge
within our architectural practices (something I
address in my own 2004 University of British
Columbia PhD dissertation entitled Nisga’a
Architecture and Landscapes: Ecological Wisdom
and Community-led Design). The approach of
these chapters recalls the wisdom once oﬀered to
me by a Haida colleague: that a good chief is one
who is led by his / her people.
Demonstrating community-led design within a
Northern Cheyenne context, the chapter entitled
“Claiming public space: the case for pro-active,
democratic design” showcases a range of projects
that link cultural values to the physical environment while passing along indigenous values to
younger generations. Chapter authors Peter
Aeschbacher and Michael Rios provide compelling reasons to engage in participatory design: “In
the best circumstances, the built environment
embodies the highest aspirations and ideals of a
community’s citizens. More often, however, it
reﬂects dominant values or the lowest common
denominator of agreement. For this reason, it is
crucial to claim a space for engagement through
participation and design”. Expanding our
geographic awareness of architectural design, the
participatory design projects oﬀered in the orange
section include two inspiring eco-cultural designs
for villages in Taiwan.

of design subspecialties. However, the editors
could have bound these case studies into a more
cohesive argument for change with three signiﬁcant additions: a summary and conclusion, a list
of ﬁgures, and an index. These three elements are
notably missing, making the book a far less manageable design reference than would be a more
conclusively edited collection.
By including a summary and conclusion, the arguments that are buried within case study analyses could have been tied together in a powerful
call to action; instead, they are grouped loosely
together in a Progressive Architecture-style that
leave the reader to recall the ideas clearly enough
to apply them.
The photographs and drawings that enrich the
content of Expanding Architecture are a key part
of the case study approach and might themselves formulate a kind of visual summary of the
authors’ ideas. Sadly, there is no list of ﬁgures, so
the reader is left with the task of ﬂipping through

the sometimes closely-related sections to ﬁnd the
picture that captures an idea. A list of ﬁgures would
also have provided essential information, such as
associating a photograph with a photographer,
place, and date.
Also missing is an index, and the usability of the
book again suﬀers. For example, some chapters
provide practical vehicles for participating in design
projects that serve less-than-wealthy clients, such as
Habitat for Humanity. In the absence of an index,
it is diﬃcult to recall where the ideas are parked.
Despite the inconclusive editing, repetitive introductory sections, and somewhat diﬀused organization, Expanding Architecture is an enjoyable and
important book for architects and for those working
in related cross-disciplines including stream morphology and graphic design for the blind. The essays
provide opportunities to see beyond our individual
practices and to perceive how our work might inﬂuence social, environmental and cultural well-being
within the present world and for future generations.

The indigo section that follows, “Public Interest
Architecture”, also takes us away from North
American shores, this time to explore open space
solutions in Zagreb, Croatia. “Invisible Zagreb”
is perhaps the most revolutionary approach,
self-describing the approach as “guerilla tactics
to activate an abandoned city”. This leads into
several sections that focus on the economic aspects
of socially responsible design. The themes are
interrelated: “Asset-based approaches”, “Housing
for the ninety-eight percent”, “Pre-fabricating affordability”, and “Meshing with Market forces”.
All sections oﬀer projects that may inspire new
ways of making architecture more aﬀordable
to a larger group of people. They encourage us
to think about how practice might include
special service arrangements such as pro bono.
Since other professions, including medicine and
law, provide services for individuals and communities who require assistance but may not have
funds to pay in full, the authors challenge architects to formulate practice guidelines that
are equally charitable.
The assemblage of case studies in Expanding
Architecture provides ideologies and approaches
that are transdisciplinary and relevant to a variety
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CABAN Fever
Local Architects Ease
Kelowna’s Growing Pains

CABAN project rendering courtesy of Meiklejohn Architects Inc.

CABAN podium rendering courtesy of Meiklejohn Architects Inc.

B.C.’s interior region has witnessed unprecedented growth in recent years,
with cities like Kelowna beneﬁting greatly from skyrocketing development
and tourism opportunities. Not surprisingly, growing pains have accompanied
the rapid growth spurt, with area residents engaged in lively debate over civic
infrastructure, land usage and design. Some fear Kelowna is in danger of
losing its distinctive West Coast ﬂavour, while others are troubled by rapid
population growth and construction.
Recently, Vancouver’s Cressey Development Group teamed with local ﬁrm
Meiklejohn Architects Inc. to propose a unique solution to Kelowna’s design challenge. Their vision? To engage area residents through site-sensitive
design and sophisticated amenities while embracing all that the stunning
surroundings have to oﬀer.
The CABAN Condominium project is situated across the street from Gyro
Beach in Kelowna’s Mission area, a site beloved by both area residents and
tourists. With this project, Cressey Development Group saw the potential to do something diﬀerent and dynamic in the Okanagan Valley. Vice
President Hani Lammam enthuses, “This location is so special that we put
an oﬀer on the property within 24 hours of visiting it.”
The developer was then tasked with selecting an architectural ﬁrm capable
creating a design as spectacular as the site itself. Local ﬁrm Meiklejohn
Architects Inc. proved a perfect ﬁt, given its solid reputation for oﬀering up
sustainable, creative and progressive architectural services through its oﬃces
in Kelowna and Penticton.
Like Lammam, project architect Jim Meiklejohn MAIBC MRAIC LEED®
was quick to recognize the unique potential of the site. “Gyro Beach is the
most visited park in Kelowna,” he says. “By default, it acts as the city square.
There is so much life and energy at the beach that our ﬁrst impulse was to
respond to this energy and work with it.”
Meiklejohn’s plans do just that. They call for a dynamic, mixed-use structure that combines urban retail with reﬁned housing – all the while being
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sensitive to its surrounding neighbours in both the natural and built
environment. Elaborates Lammam, “We have focused our attention
on making sure that the design of this building provides the best and
the most views possible of Okanagan Lake, and that it ﬁts well in the
Pandosy Village neighbourhood.”

Modest proportions are just the beginning. Meiklejohn’s team also
plans to bring a distinct west coast feel to Kelowna’s city centre through
the CABAN development. An obvious example is the structure’s abundant use of glass, which oﬀers stunning views while blurring the lines
between exterior and interior spaces.

“Architecturally, we want CABAN to deﬁne the edge of the park,“ adds
Meiklejohn. “There is a beautiful progression of water, trees, and then
building. Through this structural sequence, the beach is actually woven
right into the fabric of the city. This connection is the story of the building.”

This sensitivity to local conditions, materials, and aesthetics had gone
missing from many recent Kelowna-area developments, in part due
to the insurgence of out-of-province project teams. In particular,
Alberta developers and creative forces have played a major role in
numerous interior-area recreational centres and resort facilities. For the
most part, these structures embody a more modular, simplistic look
– one that is somewhat incongruous with the west coast preference for
glass, locally-sourced natural materials, and a distinctive connection to
the outdoor landscape.

The story also translates into CABAN’s bridging of past and future. At present, Kelowna is a city in transition, caught between its rural, communityminded past and its modern-day aspirations as an urban hub. Nowhere is
this juxtaposition more apparent than in its built environment.
Explains Meiklejohn: “Kelowna’s urban housing is lurching from being dominated by cheap, four-storey wood frame condos to 20-30 storey
concrete towers with almost nothing in between. I understand there are
more than 15 residential concrete towers currently being proposed for the
downtown area alone. Some of these are 30 stories pressed up right against
the lake. There is a signiﬁcant debate in the community as to how appropriate these forms are for the Okanagan.”
In stark contrast to these high-rise developments, CABAN proposes a
new approach for Kelowna’s urban development: high quality, mid-rise
construction that embraces nature within a modern aesthetic. “We believe
CABAN oﬀers a civilized response to the local immediate context of one
and four storey buildings,” says design team member Vince Fernandez.
“Remember, urban comes from the word ‘urbane’, meaning polite.”
Cressey’s Development Manager Jason Turcotte agrees. “It just didn’t seem
appropriate to build a high-rise on that site. And we were pretty sure the
neighbourhood wouldn’t like it anyway.”

Can CABAN truly break or re-build the mold? One certainly hopes
so. The development web site conveys an enticing vision for an active,
urban lifestyle in keeping with Kelowna’s dreams of natural perfection.
CABAN may just oﬀer up the location, commerce and recreation needed by its local community – all the while encouraging area residents to
adopt more active lifestyles.
Meiklejohn provides the last word, “It used to be that in the Okanagan,
success often meant building a big house in a hillside subdivision. I
am convinced that this project will reinforce that the growing trend of
urban, pedestrian living is a viable, perhaps preferred, way of life.”

CABAN Project Team includes:
Architectural Team:
• Jim Meiklejohn, MAIBC, MRAIC, LEED - Project
Architect
• Vince Fernandez, B. ARCH (Cal Poly, USA)
• Shirley Ng, DIP ARCH TECH (Singapore
Polytechnic)
• Arno Compas, DIP ARCH TECH (Amsterdam,
Netherlands)
• Jeremy Falk, DIP ARCH TECH (Canada)
• Jamie Kusch, DIP ARCH TECH (Canada)
• Jim Oliver, DIP ARCH TECH (Canada)
Landscape Architects:
• Bob Evans, Ben Walker, David James, Site 360
Engineering Team:
• Structural Engineer: John Bryson, John Bryson
Engineering (Vancouver)
• Mechanical and Electrical Engineers: Martin
Paul, Dean Astren, Roger Hebert,
• Aerius Engineering (Kelowna)
• Civil Engineer: Charlie Higgins, Focus
Engineering
Interior Design:
• InSight Design Group Inc. (Vancouver)
• Construction Speciﬁcations:

•

•
•

1 and 2 bedroom apartments; 2 bedroom + den
+ ﬂex room apartments; seven town homes;
and penthouse homes
Unit sizes range from 623-1602 square feet
Pricing from $344,900.00 (approximate)

Building Features:
• Solid cast in place concrete and glass
construction featuring a European-inspired
clay time cladding system
• Moeding rainscreen clay-tile cladding
• Hardi-panel
• Aluminum curtainwall
• Storefront steel
• Starline Window-wall glazing for residential
levels
• Curtainwall at ground ﬂoor retail / commercial
level
Construction Timeline:
• Tentative completion date: 2011
Additional Information:
• www.cabangyro.com
• www.meiklejohn.ca
• www.cressey.com

Sustainability Features:
• Eco-friendly and cost saving GeoExchange
heating and air conditioning system
• Eco-sensitive dual ﬂush toilets
Features and Amenities:
• Private deck and amenity space featuring
outdoor lounge; ﬁreplace and kitchen; inﬁnity
swimming pool with waterfall; hot tub; billiards
lounge; wet bar; and ﬁtness area
• 13,000 square feet of ground ﬂoor retail space
and restaurants
• Floor Plans and Pricing:
• 130 luxury condominium units in two six-storey
concrete towers
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artisans will be responsible for most of the construction, which will also incorporate recycled
building materials. The building process itself
will be used as a way to teach young people
from the village about construction.

Norwegian Wood, Canadian Style

It is in the carving where the cross-cultural connections are truly being created. Says Mackin:
“Nisga’a carvers will soon arrive in Norway to
share their skills with Sami artists and cultural
experts, who also have a tradition of recalling
stories with the help of symbols and images
carved and painted within and on structures.
As the artists weave together their traditions,
cultures are sustained along with ecosystems.

B.C. Architect Brings the
Architectural Traditions
of Canada’s First Nations
to Europe
It’s a long way from West Vancouver
to Kåfjord, Norway. More than 7,000
kilometres, actually. It is also a fair stretch
for a Norwegian community to select a
British Columbia architect to create a
First Nations longhouse. For Dr. Nancy
Mackin MAIBC MRAIC, principal
Mackin Tanaka Architects, the idea
made perfect sense.
“I became involved with the longhouse project
at the invitation of Professor Deanna Nyce,
the President and CEO of Wilp Wilxo’oskwhl
Nisga’a, the Nisga’a University College in the
Nass Valley,” explains Mackin. “She was on my
Ph.D. committee, helping to direct my dissertation titled Nisga’a Architecture and Landscapes:
Ecological Wisdom and Community-led Design.”

Mackin had already built up an extensive
scholarly and professional resume that encompassed First Nations traditions and cross-cultural
intersections. Her expertise was precisely what
the small village, located three degrees north of
the Arctic Circle, needed.
Several years ago, a delegation representing
Norway’s indigenous Sami nation had visited
B.C. and learned about the signiﬁcance of the
longhouse in West Coast culture. In 2007, the
village of Manndalen seized upon the idea of
creating their own Nisga’a longhouse as a place
for exhibitions, seminars and performances during the annual Riddu Riđđu summer festival.
It was an idea that immediately resonated with
Mackin. “In addition to my research in Nisga’a
architecture, I have spent years working on
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“It has been highly rewarding to design a building that tells a story, particularly through collaborative work with Sami and Nisga’a artists.
The new building will be an ideal opportunity
to exchange cultural ideas and expand upon the
narrative potential of the architecture.”

Riddu Riđđu sketch courtesy of Dr. Nancy Mackin

architectural projects with indigenous communities in the Nass Valley and elsewhere in
B.C.,” she says. “So the Sami people in Norway
and the B.C. Nisga’a contingent welcomed me
as their architect. As an international collaboration it seemed to be a good ﬁt, especially since I
have grandparents from Iceland and Northern
Sweden and am an adopted Killer Whale within
the Nisga’a Nation.”
Mackin’s task involved conceptualizing an
architectural design that would reﬂect historical
and cultural context while also looking to the
future. Says Mackin: “Traditionally, longhouses are a place of ceremony and welcome.
The Riddu Riđđu longhouse will represent the
collective history of the Nisga’a with the four
crests of eagle, raven, wolf, and killer whale
represented. It will welcome people of other nations, inviting visitors to experience the Nisga’a
people’s commitment to sharing ideas, knowledge, stories, food and performances.”
It’s a tall order but one that, according to
Mackin, has been aided through a highly collaborative, community-based design process.
“Through that process it was decided that the
new structure will serve as a black box theater,

oﬀering performance opportunities for professional actors and musicians at the annual
International Festival of Indigenous Peoples and
for the Sami community of Manndalen for the
remainder of the year.”

An adjacent ethnobotanical garden will complement the longhouse and its cultural signiﬁcance.
Here, too, the design process has been collaborative, and has provided ample opportunity
for cultural exchange. “I’m working with the
Nisga’a and Sami people to design the garden,”
explains Mackin. “It features plants that grow in
the circumpolar region and have been harvested
and tended by Indigenous peoples from north-

ern North America and Eurasia for countless
generations. In addition to serving as a practical
food source for longhouse feasts, the garden
will demonstrate how Indigenous knowledge
often promoted the diversity and productivity of
plants and nature.”
The longhouse is scheduled for completion in
July 2009, with the planned opening ceremony
featuring both Sami and Nisga’a musicians and
dancers - a ﬁtting end to a uniquely collaborative design process that, in brining together traditional cultures, will give way to new traditions.

The Riddu Riđđu Project Team includes:
•
•
•
•
•

Dr. Nancy Mackin MAIBC MRAIC, principal in charge
and design architect
Leah Scherk M.Arch, presentation assistance
Warren Adams, Nisga’a artist and carver
Ole Johan Andersen, Sami artist and carver
Finn Løkvold, Sami architectural team leader

Dr. Nancy Mackin, a principal of Mackin Tanaka Architects,
is currently engaged in community-led designs for a range
of architectural and ethnobotanical garden projects. She
is also completing a book on ancestral knowledge and the
applied sciences in Northern British Columbia.

The design process has also presented a host of
unique architectural challenges, not the least
of which are the remote project locale and its
harsh climate. “Perhaps the greatest challenge
was obtaining context information since it isn’t
possible to visit such a remote site very often,”
Mackin muses. “Climate has also limited access
to the site. When I went to Norway in March
2008, the festival grounds were under at least
three metres of snow. Luckily, the architectural
challenges on this project have been made manageable by the enthusiasm and knowledge of
both my Sami hosts and Nisga’a colleagues.”
Mackin’s design utilizes local woods for
ecological and practical reasons. In Nisga’a
tradition, the wood is currently being harvested
from forested areas in Northern Norway not
far from the building site. The structure will
also make use of red cedar in the form of carved
poles to be featured on the outer corners and
within the structure. Sami craftspeople and

Riddu Riđđu sketch courtesy of Dr. Nancy Mackin
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A View From Afar

the sidewalks are completely unused by pedestrians who prefer to walk on the streets rather than
deal with dozens of trees that make the sidewalks
a hazard. This is because most of the sidewalks in
Monterrey are built and maintained by the owner
of the property to which it is aﬃxed.

A Newly-arrived Architect’s
Perspective on Vancouver
By Carlos Velasco
This past August, I arrived for the second time in
Vancouver from Monterrey, Mexico. My desire to
pursue a career as design architect led me to return
in order to experience a diﬀerent side to Canada’s
third-largest city. My ﬁrst visit, in March of last
year, was that of a tourist. This time, I wanted to
discover the actual city and experience what it had
to oﬀer to an architect such as myself.
When friends who had been here told me, “As
an architect, Vancouver will charm you so fast
you won’t want to go back,” I was a bit hesitant
to believe it. It turns out, they were right.
Although I had previously lived in Europe for
more than a year and a half, my expectations of
what Vancouver had to oﬀer a young, foreigntrained architect where somewhat vague. I’d
heard of a city where you could play tennis and
go skiing in the same day, and where autumn
was a colorful and rich season. I understood it
was a city surrounded by beautiful, snow-capped
mountains. I knew that the Olympic Winter
Games where going to be held here in 2010, and
that people went crazy about ice hockey.
Having already done the tourist thing, I wanted
to get to know Vancouver the best possible way
I know of experiencing a city: by walking. In
the ﬁrst few days I took several long walks in the
downtown area, appreciating its multicultural
facade through the architecture.
The diﬀerences between Monterrey and Vancouver quickly caught my attention. Everywhere
I looked, I saw tall buildings that reminded me
of my Architecture History courses on modern
Japanese architecture. The number of cranes in
the city reminded me of the cityscape in Berlin,
where I had visited 10 years ago. Like European
cities along the Rhine, Vancouver had a similar
feeling of vast green spaces, sky scrapers almost
emerging from water, and last century copper
roofs interspersed with ultra modern glass buildings. It seemed to unfold almost as a park-city.
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As I continued to experience life in
the city, more subtle phenomena
started to appear. In Vancouver,
there is always a sign that tells you
where and when to park, what
time of the day you can turn left,
or where you can and cannot lock
your bicycle. Pedestrians and cyclists
know they can travel safely around
the city with little danger of being
run down by traﬃc. There are different paths for walking and cycling,
in addition to marked cycling routes
and crosswalk buttons at all major
intersections. I must admit, initially
I did not know the diﬀerence between a blinking green pedestrian
traﬃc light and a regular one.

Accessibility for those with physical challenges is
another noticeable diﬀerence between these two
worldly cities. Simple solutions such as accessible
public transit, ramps, and traﬃc lights that emit
sounds for the visually impaired help to make
Vancouver great city for every citizen.
Another interesting urban solution that is not
present in Mexico’s third largest city is the use
of back alleys. At ﬁrst I was interested when I
saw people in downtown Vancouver passing by
alleyways with barely a glance. While they might
sometimes unconsciously hold their breath, they
would still not take notice. In terms of urban
design, alleys serve a great purpose - yet somehow

they are not really acknowledged in the daily life
of many Vancouverites.

home to one of the only four genuine Innunshuks
outside of Canada.

I also realized that Vancouver’s private buildings
had a lot to oﬀer in terms of public space. Every
walk downtown became a unique experience
where I could lose myself in the countless small
plazas oﬀered by almost every building - free
and inviting spaces available to any citizen. In
Monterrey, this is not often the case; most
private buildings have private plazas that are
only accessible from the interior.

After three months in this exhilarating city, I still
have the same desire to pursue a career as an architect. However, my perspective on what the city
has to oﬀer is diﬀerent. I know that every walk
along Vancouver’s streets will always be a unique
experience. My eye will continue to be drawn to
such things as public space, speciﬁc spatial solutions, the materials used in buildings, modern
glass awnings, and unique social situations.

Thankfully, that may be changing. The
Government of the Nuevo León State has a
new vision for providing open spaces for the
public, like Monterrey’s Paseo Santa Lucía, a
recently-created river walk built for the 2007
International Forum. This four-kilometer path
connects Monterrey’s Macroplaza with the
impressive 300-acre Fundidora Park - essentially
a seawall without the sea. Coincidentally, it is

Vancouver continues to enrich my experience as
an architect. I’d come here to discover what the
city had to oﬀer. I think I got more than what I
bargained for.
Carlos Velasco earned his Bachelor of Architecture degree at
Tec de Monterrey in Mexico. He has worked with architectural
ﬁrms in Monterray for the past three years. Now residing in
Vancouver, he plans to continue his architectural design
career in B.C.

It was these simple everyday life
things that made me realize how
Monterrey and Vancouver are so
very diﬀerent.
Being 2,500 miles apart and having drastically
Columbia respectively. These and numerous
contrasting heritages, one would expect the
other factors have helped the two distinct urban
Carlos
sheds new light on the common sights of downtown Vancouver.
diﬀerences to be greater than
theVelasco
similarities.
centres develop a speciﬁc architectural approach
However, this is not entirely true. Monterrey
that addresses big city challenges with creativity,
is an industrial and business centre located just
innovation and excellence.
three hours south of Laredo, Texas. Yet like
Having decided to prolong my stay, I continued
Vancouver, it is known to be “a friendly city surto discover new, simple things about Vancouver
rounded by mountains”. In both cities you can
as the days went by. The height of downtown
feel an air of modernity, economic development
buildings overwhelmed me – they seemed to
and progress, diversity in both the landscape and
create an atmosphere with their own speciﬁc
the weather. In both cities you will ﬁnd an urban
distinctiveness. The space become so enclosed
balance between the high-rise buildings and the
that I would suddenly feel as if I had disappeared
open green areas. It reﬂects a modern-urban way
into a forest of man-made, steel-and-concrete trees,
of thinking, one that deals with issues of rapid
fading away until all that was left was Vancouver’s
spatial and population growth.
fast-paced cosmopolitan lifestyle.
Monterrey and Vancouver share an accelerated
Subtle details around the city became more
rate of economic, cultural, social and industrial
apparent to me. For example, something that
development. They both boast the presence of
usually remains anonymous to most managed to
world-famous educational institutions such as
catch my eye: sidewalks. In parts of Monterrey,
Tec de Monterrey and the University of British
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Mostly, however, there
“I needed some man power to dig some test holes in the rocky ground to
are challenges. Take
investigate the soil conditions for the future school site. Well within two days
the extreme heat; dura hole of 1m x 2m and 1m deep was dug by two people using a heavy pointed
ing daytime working
steel rod and a short shovel; like in Tanzania, all done by hand. No wonder the
hours, temperatures
U.N. engineers laughed when I innocently asked if they had a jackhammer or
regularly climb
something like that.”
upwards of 40°. The
withering heat, combined with the fact that virof the Wau school project is still far oﬀ and by no
tually all work is done manually, makes progress
means guaranteed, he has already made a lasting
slow and laborious.
impact on a community far from home.

Greetings from Wau,
Southern Sudan
By Arie Smits MAIBC

Vancouver architect Arie Smits’ MAIBC international sojourns have literally taken him around the
world. His volunteer eﬀorts have included a threeyear stint it in Tanzania (2004-2007) where he led
the design and construction of community projects
ranging from chicken coops to places of worship.
His legacy there lives on through the teaching and
training he oﬀered in local material usage, technology and project implementation.

Architect Arie Smits surveys the school site, surrounded

Father Victor Luke Odhiambo of
the Jesuit Brotherhood and Director
Richard D’Souza brought with it
grand plans for the future - a vision
to expand the six-classroom, 140-student facility into a multi-structured
campus able to accommodate nearly
1000 students.

“It is a hot afternoon, almost 30
degrees in the shade and no wind
… sometimes a light breeze comes
through the windows. My
temporary design studio is in the
school librarian’s ofﬁce - located on
the north side of the building. It’s one
of the cooler places; therefore
I should not complain.”

Only a year after his return from Tanzania, his
adventurous spirit called again. This time, it came
from Wau, Sudan - a community in desperate
need of a high school expansion. From October
to November 2008, Smits took on the challenge.
Over a six-week period, he carried out a complete It remains a daunting task fraught
site and land assessment, formulated a comprewith logistical challenges. “Imagine a
hensive expansion masterplan, and hand-drew all
third world country coming out of a 20-year civil
design sketches – all without high-speed internet,
war,” explains the architect. “There is very little
high-tech design software, or most other modern- infrastructure; a large United Nations presence;
day conveniences that western architects take
armed Southern Sudanese soldiers patrolling the
for granted. His wife
“Things that are taken for granted in streets; a population ﬁlled with peoMargaretha provided
the west were constant challenges in ple still ‘shell shocked’ - most with
clerical support and
post traumatic stress syndrome; no
also found time to teach Wau. As I prepared my architectural paved roads; many empty buildings
design sketches and drawings (all
skills to local nurses.
and sites; all kinds of refugees slowly

by hand), spiders, ants and other

returning - some reclaiming former
Loyola Secondary
insects took the liberty of walking
School had originally
right over my work. What gall these property; and others simply squatting
in empty buildings or on empty lots.
opened in 1982. At that insects had! No respect for good
Th
ere is a preliminary, very rudimentime, many of the stuarchitecture.”
tary
city administration regulating
dents were adults who
new
construction, no building permit
had been forced to discontinue their studies due
requirements,
no
consultants, and very few conto the instability of the educational system. The
tractors.”
You
get
the picture.
school closed its doors after three years; simply
put, there were not enough students to keep
Luckily, Arie Smits’ previous third world experiit going.
ence gave him a starting point. Following an
In April 2008, following an extended period of
civil war, the school re-opened. An ambitious
administrative team spearheaded by Headmaster
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by curious local boys. The existing classroom block lies

initial site survey, he immediately began the
design conceptualization process, converting

Then there’s the question of ﬁnances. Funding for
the $5.7 million project is yet to be conﬁrmed.
It is hoped that the impact of this steep pricetag will be minimized through a multi-phased
project roll-out that will see the project come to
fruition through a sequence of 11 distinct steps.
It is assumed the project may take ﬁve years or
more to complete.
in the background.

the school librarian’s
oﬃce into a makeshift
architectural studio.

The process was highly
collaborative but not
typical. He explains: “It
was very diﬀerent from
that in North America.
It was a challenge to
determine what the client’s needs truly were.
Having endured so many years of war and destruction, locals were unaccustomed to expressing
their desires in concrete terms.”
In a country acutely short on architectural expertise, Arie Smits’ know-how was invaluable. “In
the end, we came up with a very satisfying plan
that aims to meet all the needs of future students
and administrators. In order to facilitate construction, the plan suggests a predominant use of local
materials and building methods, which will keep
costs down while capitalizing on the skills of
local builders.
I met one (seems to be the only) almost 70-yearold architect doing very basic design work, drawing a ﬂoor plan and elevation. That was it.”

The Wau site does oﬀer some unique advantages.
For instance, the terrain consists of dark brown
volcanic rock – a hard substance that provides an
ideal foundation for new buildings with little or
no pouring required.

Even with a solid plan, the project still faces
numerous uncertainties and challenges. For one,
Wau has a chronic shortage of skilled trades and
workers. “Of the original craftsmen - carpenters,
stone masons, and bricklayers - many have likely
died or ﬂed the country during 20 years civil
war that left more than two million dead,” says
the architect.

Other international community development opportunities for
architects, designers, and construction professionals include:

Architects without Borders Canada
http://www.awb-winnipeg.ca/

Architecture for Humanity Vancouver
www.architectureforhumanity.org

Builders without Borders
www.builderswithoutborders.com
Architect Arie Smits at work in his studio / school library.

Sudan’s political landscape is as imposing as its
physical landscape. Today, there is a shaky peace
agreement in place. The future remains uncertain,
with a referendum regarding a possible separation
from Northern Sudan looming in 2011.
Still, Arie Smits remains conﬁdent and committed to seeing it through. “My clients have already
expressed a desire for me to oversee the construction phase of this project,“ he oﬀers. “While a
return to Wau is not conﬁrmed at this time, it
would certainly be rewarding to see the masterplan put into action.”
His international work has already paid huge
dividends. “I came to the Sudan upon repeated
requests to design an entire school, hand-drawn,
on a choice building site, to help with a building
program, choose the building materials, and so
on,” he says. “It was very rewarding that after a
lot of eﬀort I was able to pull oﬀ the development of a complete masterplan, which
has already received much praise from the
school administration.”
It is not praise but a heartfelt commitment to
community development at its most essential
level that keeps Arie Smits enthusiastic and optimistic in the face of adversity. While completion
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B.C. Architects Find
Good Fortune in China

DESIGN

Rendering of the Golden Peaks Club at Sun Mountain in Yabuli, China. Image courtesy of Lutz Associates Architects.

In terms of international markets, none has been hotter than China. No one
knows this better than B.C architects Janet Lutz MAIBC of West Vancouver’s
Lutz Associates Architects Ltd. and James K.M. Cheng MAIBC FRAIC,
Principal of Vancouver’s James KM Cheng Architects. While both have successfully taken advantage of China’s construction boom, their experiences have been
distinctly diﬀerent.
Janet Lutz is involved in the creation of a new destination ski resort in
China: Golden Peaks Club at Sun Mountain in Yabuli. Sun Mountain is
located in the Zhangguangcai Ling Mountains in the northeast province of
Heilongjiang. While other B.C. architects are involved with construction
of a condo hotel and three commercial hotels, Lutz and her husband Gregg
Lutz MAIBC have been responsible for the townhouse component.
Lutz’ project plans call for an exclusive club development with 252 threeand four- bedroom homes as well as a slopeside clubhouse. Its developers
hope the resort will oﬀer residents a tranquil counter-balance to the everyday urban bustle of Hong Kong, Beijing and Shanghai.
For Lutz, her ﬁrst venture into the Chinese market oﬀers a contrast to
Canadian protocol. “When I was ﬁrst approached for this project, I was
given a verbal program, a vision for the ski resort, and just 10 days to
develop the concept, the initial plans, elevations, and sketch renderings - all
to be assembled for presentation by the client in Hong Kong. By Canadian
standards, that sort of timeline is challenging. Additionally, there was
limited site information beyond the masterplanning work prepared by the
Ecosign resort planners. Then we realized there was no legal survey of the
site. The exercise became the conceptual design of the puzzle pieces that
could later be assembled in multiple variations on the mountain.”
The compressed design stage posed its own set of challenges, many due to
diﬀerences in cultural landscapes. Explains Lutz: “When I ﬁrst started the
project design phase, I needed to understand how the people who will be
living in these homes will use and interact with their living spaces. I needed
to grasp the values of the future owners, and the answers could only come
through the ﬁlter of the client. I had questions concerning local building
codes, environmental conditions, construction methods and transportation.
These are all normal queries, but not easily answered or interpreted in a
foreign landscape.”
The Yabuli project also brought to light cultural diﬀerences in project
negotiation and navigation styles. “Don’t expect linear development, clear
answers, straightforward budgets, immediate payment, or high tech construction methods,“ says Lutz with a laugh.
Culture was even at play when it came to selecting materials. “In our
practice, we try to work with natural, local materials from the surrounding
environment,” she elaborates. “For that reason, I suggested building with
brick, as the farm villages in this remote area are constructed of brick. But
the client wouldn’t even consider it. We learned that although brick is used
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extensively in construction - in conjunction with concrete - exposed brick is
seen as just that, the building material of the rural farmer.”

Miku

Blue Sky Thinking

What about the language barrier? “Our primary client contact is Canadian,
but as we get further into the client organization, English skills drop oﬀ very
quickly, and my Mandarin is nonexistent, “ notes Lutz. “We use Google’s
translator function to translate from English to Chinese and back to English,
to check the accuracy of what we
Yabuli Project Information:
are saying. Needless to say, subtlety
• Client: Melco China Resorts
is completely lost. Graphics have
• Project team includes: Ecosign; Engineers of
proven to be a far better means
the Harbin Design Institute
of communication.”
For Cheng, language barriers and
cultural subtleties were less problematic. “I was born in Hong Kong.
Being of Chinese decent, I have
always been interested in getting involved with the Chinese market. In
particular, I like to explore how the
Chinese take their ancient culture
and adapt it to modern times.”
Cheng has the advantage of an
inherent understanding of the local
climate and culture, which has been
put to good use through the recent
» Continued on page 28

Additional B.C architects involved include:
Michael Huggins MAIBC MAAA (Burrowes Huggins
Architects) and Richard Negrin MAIBC (Reno C.
Negrin Architects).
Engineering and construction documentation
provided by: Harbin Design Institute.
Construction timeline: The Yabuli project has broken ground with anticipated completion in 2009.
For more information, visit
http://www.lutzarch.com/

Beijing Project Team:
• Jim Cheng, Principal, MAIBC, FRAIC
• Jones Lee, Associate, MAIBC
• Adeline Lai, MAIBC
• Edwin Lau, MAIBC
• Theresa WONG
• Yuhua Yang

Interwest Beijing Project image courtesy of James KM Cheng Architects

Images provided by Miku Gourmet Restaurant

Like good food, good design typically involves
carefully-selected ingredients brought together in calculated yet creative ways, so that the end product is
greater than the sum of its parts. Miku, a newcomer
on Vancouver’s restaurant scene, boasts a design that
is as sensory and stylish as its featured sushi.
Credit Tim Bullinger, who heads up the awardwinning Arca3 Design Studio. The Vancouverborn and now based designer has rapidly made a
name for himself through innovative, high-end
commercial and residential work across North
America, Europe and Asia. This project, however,
allowed Bullinger to work closer to home.
Miku is the ﬁrst North American venture for the
family-run Tora Group. Building on the success
of several restaurants in their native Japan, the
plan is to go international, with Vancouver as
their ﬁrst crucial step.
Explains Bullinger: “They felt Vancouver has the
right competitive environment for the multifusional restaurant they had in mind, as well as
the commitment to sustainable practices.” It also
helps that it is a city of dedicated sushi diners.
For more than a year they scouted for a suitable
location, eventually settling on an available, existing restaurant space. The past year has been spent
pulling it all together, including attracting the

right designer for the job. “Actually, they found
me,” says Bullinger, who had previously kept
an oﬃce in Tokyo for several years, establishing
a sound reputation in working with some large
Japanese restaurants.
Bullinger’s cultural awareness was ideally suited
for the project at hand. In Japan, it is customary
for the ownership to be involved in virtually every
detail of a project. “That can be a challenge,” understates Bullinger. “As designers, it is essentially
up to the client to educate us, but it is also up to
us to educate the client.”
It was to be a project rich with teachable moments and culture shifts. Take expedience and
formality, for example. Explains Bullinger:
“Working in Japan, things happen a lot quicker.
Their whole business philosophy is based on
honour, and not so much on contracts.” An obvious example is overruns “In Japan,” he notes, “If
you’re late in terms of timing or over budget, you
suck it up. I had to explain that was not going to
happen in North America.”
One of the core considerations for the project
was its emphasis on sustainability, a commitment of owner Seigo Nakamura that is shared
by Bullinger. Sustainability inﬂuenced decisions
ranging from the restaurant’s surface materi-

als and ﬁnishes, right down to the menu items,
which are locally produced and organic to the
greatest extent possible.
As is customary whenever Bullinger takes on a
project, his interest and participation extends
well beyond the basic design. For Miku, he was
involved from top to bottom: location, business
transactions, interior design, lighting, ﬂoor plan
– even menu planning and the staﬀ uniforms.
“It’s all part of the aesthetic,” he notes. “Plus, I
like to be that key person.”
It says something about Bullinger’s approach, and
his success. “When you hire and work with an
architect or designer, there is a trust relationship,”
he explains. “The client has a vision that is based
in part on your vision. If you’re doing your job
properly, the two visions align.”
And how, exactly, did he meld a vision for Miku?
“Since the owner didn’t speak English and I have
only limited Japanese, we were very reliant on a
visual approach. At times I wasn’t sure if he truly
understood, even at the rendering stage, but basically he said ‘I trust you’. That means a lot.”
Bullinger even made the conscientious decision
not to visit any of the family’s existing sushi
houses. “I did not want that to inﬂuence where
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I thought this should go. Besides, there was no
need for it to be a typical Japanese restaurant
experience. I don’t want customers to walk in and
know instantly that it’s a Japanese restaurant.”
Mission accomplished. Step through the doors
and you enter a dining space that is visually
striking. Your eyes are immediately drawn to a
ﬂoating glass ceiling. Prominent on one wall is
the illusion of a waterfall, this one made of glass
and stone. As Bullinger explains, “Part of the
vision was to embrace the proximity to the ocean.
We wanted to integrate that into the restaurant as
best we could.”
The approach is very elemental, with representation of water, ﬁre, wood, metal and earth.
The basic backdrop of the restaurant is black
and white. Black granite tables emphasize the
white plates, creating “the canvas for your food”
as Bullinger puts it. The absence of table cloths
maintains the high contrast.
The ﬂoor features a winding stone inset representative of a stream. The ribbon of polished black
pebbles leads both through the restaurant and
outward toward Vancouver’s waterfront. The
adjacent feature wall is home to the previouslynoted glass waterfall.

Bullinger charted his own career path at a young
age. “When I was in my early teens, I drew my
own dream home,” he recalls. A ﬁrst-time visit to
the planetarium had a notable impact. “I was just
awestruck by that building, and really inspired.”
He later found himself at the British Columbia
Institute of Technology, contemplating architectural studies at the University of British
Columbia or the University of Southern
California. Eventually he headed to the
University of California in Los Angeles. With
his Bachelor of Architecture degree, he began
working at a small design ﬁrm in Northern
California. It wasn’t until 1993 that he found his
way back to Vancouver.
Bullinger’s architectural education is something
he brings to his design work. So is his exposure
to, and interest in, other cultures. Miku blends
not only Japanese and West Coast aesthetics,
but also a healthy dollop of French culture. It’s
that multicultural perspective that likely sets
Bullinger’s work apart. “I need that international
inﬂuence,” he concludes, “to see what’s going
on elsewhere, for my own creativity. I get stuck
when I’m not exposed to other things.”

The ﬂoor also brings wood into play as much of
it is reclaimed oak that has been
bandwire-brushed. The ﬁre element
comes from an open kitchen design
with a series of charcoal grills.
Then there’s the ceiling. The restaurant itself is named after the owner’s daughter, and means “beautiful
sky” in Japanese. Bullinger wanted
the ceiling to represent the same.
His initial concept called for clouds
in transition, but the mechanics
required proved too costly. Instead,
he achieved the desired eﬀect by using suspended glass panes and light.
The glass itself was created by
Markian Olynyk, a local artist and
a pleasant discovery for Bullinger.
“He does phenomenal things with
glass,” he enthuses, “Carving.
Etching. Colouring.” Olynyk was
one of several local B.C. artists who
Bullinger called upon. “One of the
things I try to do is, as much as possible, make use of local materials,
local artists and local designers.”
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» Architects Find Good Fortune in China
(continued from page 26)
design of a major undertaking: the Interwest
Beijing Project.
Located in the Hai Dian district, it involves two
residential and two commercial blocks organized
around a network of public plazas and garden
enclosures based on the traditional courtyard
buildings of old Beijing. Six oﬃce towers and
eight residential towers punctuate the blocks,
while midrise podiums deﬁne block perimeters
and enclose open spaces. At the centre of the
development is a clubhouse that provides indoor
recreational space for residents. A curving pavilion in the commercial blocks oﬀers dramatic access in addition to funneling daylighting to lower
retail and food courts for oﬃce workers.
This community within a community complements the proximity to nearby universities,
research centres and civic institutions. Through
a clever combination of location, mixeduse space and ﬂuid interior/exterior environments, Cheng is introducing a new look to
the Beijing landscape.
Even with his ancestral familiarity, Cheng has
also had to overcome a few cultural hurdles,
the biggest being quality control. “In China,
Canadian architects generally partner with local
Chinese ﬁrms in order to produce the construction drawings,” he elaborates. “So as a designer,
some control is out of your hands.”
Even so, Cheng was intent on maintaining tight
control of the construction process, travelling
from Vancouver to Beijing every four to six
weeks during the height of the building stage.
The hectic schedule paid oﬀ: Cheng’s project
was completed in time for the 2008 Olympic
Summer Games in Beijing, and has already
amassed some 20 awards in China.
For Cheng, the biggest reward has come from
within. “Working in China is all part of stepping
out of the box,” he concludes. “The experience
brings new clients and a diﬀerent perspective to
my work. It’s all part of opening the mind and
ﬁnding challenging opportunities for growth.”

Designer Tim Bullinger of Arca3 Design Studio with Miku restaurant owner
Seigo Nakamura.

The China experience has been equally rewarding for Lutz . “I consider it a privilege to work
in another country,” she enthuses. “Throughout
the process, my husband and I have been
treated beautifully. When we visit China, we
are welcomed as honoured guests. In fact, I’ve
never before experienced that level of hospitality.
In China, the process is not just about building
structures, it’s about building relationships.”

Going Global
By Matt Noel BA, FMA
Investment Advisor, BMO Nesbitt Burns
One survival strategy is to identify countries and
sectors that still promise growth. One way to
do so is examine the Gross Domestic Product
(GDP) outlook. Diﬀerent economists have differing views on future GDP numbers, but they
are analogous for the most part. At BMO Capital
Markets, economists maintain and revise forecasts
for international growth rates of a number of
countries in order to guide client investments.
You can use this same information to help guide
the expansion of your business into diﬀerent
markets. Simply contact your investment advisor
and request their latest economic data on
GDP growth (given the performance of your
portfolio lately, they should feel as if they owe
you a favour!).

In the last issue of architectureBC, I provided
an outlook on the future economic scenario for
architects in B.C., with the intent of being positive.
Now it is time to face the facts: a recession is here.
With that harsh reality on the table, let’s consider
how the profession can actually take advantage
of the industry’s globalization to help weather the
economic storm.
Due to the increasing mobility of labour and
the service-orientated nature of the profession,
architecture has already been greatly impacted by
globalization. Architects are some of the few professionals who can readily venture their services
into diﬀerent countries. In times like these, they
should take advantage of this capability.

Looking for growth opportunities

Another way you can best position yourself is by
specializing in prominent sectors. Generally, the
sectors that perform the best during economic
recessions when monetary policy is expansive are
cyclical industries (consumer goods, cyclical services, general industrials, information technology,

Many architects will increasingly ﬁnd themselves with clients in countries or sectors with
slow growth and diminished cash ﬂow to fund
projects, at least until the economy recovers.

Matt Noel is a Chartered Financial Analyst (CFA) Level III
Candidate, certiﬁed Financial Planner (CFP) Candidate, and a
Financial Management Advisor (FMA) with BMO Nesbitt Burns.
For any questions concerning the topics addressed in this
column, please contact Matt at matt.noel@nbpcd.com or
visit www.mattnoel.ca.

ﬁnancials, and basic industries) and transportation. Several major investment banks weight their
portfolios towards resilient sectors such as media,
railways, consumer durables and apparel, insurance, and precious metals and minerals.
Other useful resources are available from
foreign architectural associations, such as the
Architectural Billings Index (ABI), an indicator of
architecture-related business in the United States.
Published every six months by the American
Institute of Architects, it’s a great tool for architects looking to do business in the U.S.

Canadian Economic Outlook

BMO Capital Markets Economics
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The Pros and Cons of Immigration
In the second quarter of 2008 11,515 immigrants
landed in B.C. Roughly one third were skilled
workers.
The beneﬁts of more architects arriving in
the province include a larger labour pool for
the industry to draw upon, a more diverse
labour force, and lower labour costs for business owners and corporations. The cons? These
include lower wages for existing employees,
and more competition.
Diversity is the greatest beneﬁt of immigration.
Diﬀerent skills, languages and cultural perspectives allow foreign-trained architects to enhance
the architectural sector in B.C. When doing
business in a foreign country, as discussed above,
having a staﬀ that is ﬂuent in the local language
and familiar with the culture is invaluable.
One eﬀective way to expose your business
to emerging architects in foreign countries is
through a foreign internship program. The

advantages ﬂow both ways, including developing
closer connections with foreign ﬁrms by “swapping” employees in order to gain crucial work
experience in other countries.
Not to be overlooked is the beneﬁt of supplementing work experience with continuing
education in order to maintain an edge within an
increasingly competitive labour force. The AIBC
is, of course, an excellent source.

Tough Measures: Outsourcing and Downsizing
Outsourcing is a controversial, yet popular, topic
these days. Skilled employees in Canada face stiﬀ
competition from counterparts in foreign countries simply due to lower costs of labour. Several
sources conﬁrm that outsourcing can often cut
wage costs by half. There are additional savings to
be had through a related downsizing of the oﬃce,
saving on rent or property taxes. The impact on
the bottom line can be considerable.
Of course, there are several negatives that come
with these beneﬁts. One drawback is the uneven

standard of work. The level of professionalism
for architects varies in diﬀerent countries, and
often does not meet Canadian standards. This
can cost time, eﬃciency and reputation. Another
deterrent, often overlooked, is the challenge of
eﬀective communication with contract workers
who live and work far away. As mentioned, there
are culture and language barriers to be reckoned
with. In addition, simple diﬀerences in time can
lessen the window of communication.
With the increased mobility of architects, including those from B.C., there is an abundance of opportunity for businesses to diversify their clientele
and project portfolios. In addition, both small
and large companies can use foreign architects to
improve the eﬃciency of their business, or simply
lower costs. I believe that the pioneers in foreign
venture and integration will become strong
players in the global architectural market. For
B.C. architects with a desire to take advantage of
growing markets or emerging sectors, the current
economic climate can be an opportunity as much
as a threat.

Making Fish
Connecting with Architects
of the Future
By Carla Brown-John MBA

In a classroom, which has been converted to a makeshift TV studio, a small boy is being interviewed about
his experiences and impressions of the revitalization
project at his school. When the Interviewer asks: What
do you think that architects do?, the small boy answers:
“Make Fish”. (St. Judes Future Environment Project,
Glasgow 1999)
Attend a secondary school career fair and you will
hear the following refrain over and over again. “What
do architects do? They build houses, right?”

Architects draw, design and write…
Carla Brown-John MBA is the Director
of Administration and Human
Resources at the AIBC. She is also
the Co-odinator of the Architects in
Schools (AIS) Program. She can be
reached at cbrownjohn@aibc.ca or at
(604) 683-8588 ext. 317.
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In 1994, The AIBC launched its Architects in
Schools (AIS) Program, designed to promote the
study and understanding of architecture and the
built environment to students and educators from
Kindergarten to Grade 12. Throughout its 14-year
existence, the AIS program has had a number of
coordinators and undergone a number of iterations
and renovations. Still, the program goals have always
remained true:

»

To work with youth in promoting a greater
awareness and understanding of the architectural
profession;

»

To work with youth to promote the understanding
of human relationships with the built environment,
and each other;

»

To enrich the B.C. K-12 curriculum by providing
learning tools and activities; and

»

To introduce architecture into the classroom as a
cross-disciplinary vehicle for teaching all subjects.

Architects speak, collaborate and take
responsibility…
Each month, AIBC architects, interns architects and
associated professionals actively volunteer in local
schools. They facilitate projects and activities, and
share their experiences in the profession of architecture. Over the past year, AIBC volunteers have designed activities for the Grade 3 “Structures” module,
participated with a Grade 7 class in a Lego Building
Challenge, helped students conduct “green audits”
of their schools, presented at the annual B.C. Art
Teachers Conference, presented at several career fairs,
and provided custom walking tours to both students
and educators. Even so, the institute still cannot
fulﬁll all of the requests for assistance it receives.

Architects manage and calculate …
In early 2009, the AIS program will introduce a new
web site (www.architectsinschools.ca). Through this
new web site, the program will begin to re-focus
eﬀorts in three main areas:

»

Providing information to students considering careers in architecture and the design/build
environment;

»

Connecting educators with volunteers for classroom projects and activities; and
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and sustainability. Or in the case of our small boy
at St. Jude’s, how to connect the natural environment with the built.

Getting Around:

By bringing members of the profession inside the
classroom and into contact with students, AIS
recognizes youth as prime stakeholders in the
future of the built environment. It introduces
the next generation to the many facets of the
design-build industry as well as the many related
career paths there for the taking. At the least, AIS
expands every student’s awareness and appreciation of the built environment in which he or she
lives and learns. The approach may be simple,
but the impact is immense.

B.C. Professionals Positioned for any Market
By Jerome Marburg LL.B, MBA

Consistent topics of conversation amongst
government and in the media are the future
of the labour market and Canada’s ability to compete in that market. There are two aspects
to that conversation. The ﬁrst is access to the global
labour market for skilled workers (professionals
included); and the second is mobility for workers
once in the market.

Architects create, and sometimes, they might even
make ﬁsh…
What does it take to be an Architects in Schools volunteer?

Intern Architect Jessica Hutchison provides instruction to young students

»

Providing teaching tools and ideas to educators,
especially those unable to access volunteers for
their classrooms.

Architects plan, dream and challenge …
At a recent meeting, a group of AIS volunteers
shared some of their classroom activities and
experiences, and the keys they’ve found to
unlocking the mystery of the profession for
young minds. Explained one volunteer: “I like
to talk about materials and the kinds of feelings
that they bring. ‘How does wood feel? It feels

warm. How does concrete feel? It feels cold and
impersonal’ Then I show them that concrete can
really be elastic … .”
Through AIS, students are challenged to use
their imaginations to conceive their own dream
homes. They begin to understand scale and
elevation. They build models. Some projects
simply involve students walking through their
neighbourhoods with volunteers to explore the
things that architects bring to their communities, concepts such as urban planning, safety and
design, site restraints, materials and structures,

It takes passion for your profession, and an interest in sharing
that passion with the youth of today. If you would like to get
involved, simply drop me a line at cbrownjohn@aibc.ca. We’d
love to connect you with “the architects of the future”.

Jerome Marburg LL.B. MBA is the Director
of Registration & Licensing and General
Counsel at the AIBC. For questions or
comments, he can be reached at
jmarburg@aibc.ca or at (604) 6838588, ext. 305

We often hear about the doctor, lawyer or other
professional from overseas who ends up working
as a taxi-driver, janitor or in similar work rather
than in their chosen profession – all because of
regulatory roadblocks placed in their way by the
regulated professions. With regard to mobility,
much has been made of the Trade, Investment
and Labour Mobility Agreement (TILMA)
between British Columbia and Alberta, including
the recent adoption of TILMA-like provisions
into the national Agreement on Internal Trade
(AIT) between the federal government and the
provinces.
How is the architectural profession doing when
it comes to access and mobility? The answer is,
very well.
Happily, the architectural profession has been a
leader in promoting labour mobility nationally.
Existing reciprocity agreements make it relatively
easy for a B.C.-registered architect to gain recognition for practice across Canada, and likewise
for architects registered and/or licensed in other
Canadian jurisdictions and seeking registration
in B.C. Under TILMA, B.C. and Alberta had
taken steps to streamline the process further and
are now able to turn an application around in a
matter of days. Under the new AIT provisions,
the same streamlined process will apply nationally. An architect registered in one province who
wants to register in another province will be able
to do so quickly and easily. All that is required is
a simple two-page application detailing contact and current registration information and
conﬁrmation of current registration. Applications
should be processed within a matter of days.
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Practitioners should note that, while these processes make application for registration/licensure
quicker and easier, they do not remove the requirement for registration/licensure in each province or
territory in which an architect intends to practice.
The more complex issue is that of access to the profession for foreign-trained and broadly experienced
architects (collectively called ‘alternatively qualiﬁed’ practitioners). As a professional regulatory
body, the AIBC is legally mandated to act in the
public interest to ensure entrance standards to the
profession are stringent – commensurate with the
complex art and science that is the modern practice
of architecture, along with the public health and
safety needs of those who interact with the built
environment. The AIBC is fully committed to this
mandate. It will not waver from its obligation to
ensure that only those who can demonstrate they
meet strict entrance requirements are admitted to
practice, and that once admitted, they maintain
their competence, practice only within their areas
of expertise, and otherwise maintain the standards
of competence and conduct required under the
Architects Act, bylaws and rules established by
AIBC Council.
As a corollary to this obligation is the AIBC’s
pledge to ensure transparent, fair, open and accessible assessment processes for applicants. This translates into a commitment to ensure that any person
who can objectively and credibly demonstrate they
meet the entrance standards will be granted access
to the profession. A right-to-practice profession
such as architecture, through which the regulatory
body determines the lives and livelihoods of its
registrants, demands nothing less.
The AIBC has been doing a great deal of work in
this area. While by no means resolved, many of
the challenges have been overcome – to the extent
that we are a lot more knowledgeable about, and
eﬃcient at, assessing alternatively qualiﬁed practitioners than in the past. We have moved away
from the outmoded credential assessment processes
towards more internationally-accepted outcomesbased assessment methodologies.
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At the heart of such methodologies is the need to
look at the beginning practitioner and identify
the knowledge, skills, abilities, competencies,
values, attitudes, etc. that such a person must
have to competently practice architecture. Once
this inventory has been taken, the next step is
to determine the range of acceptable evidence
for each item on that list. Together, these constitute a competency or certiﬁcation standard for
the profession.
Within the AIBC we refer to this standard and
expectation of acceptable evidence as a “skills matrix”. We have now developed a prototype skills
matrix and have acquired grant funding from the
provincial government to complete the process
over the next year.
Any candidate seeking registration or licensure
is required to compile a portfolio of evidence
demonstrating whether they meet the standard.
The AIBC has also secured the funding necessary
to transform the matrix into an on-line application tool through which applicants can gradually
build their application portfolios and submit
electronically once completed. That submission
will integrate with our new database to allow

AIBC REGISTRANT UPDATE
both the applicant and the AIBC to update the
ﬁle as needed.
As an assessor, the AIBC now has a more credible
and defensible tool with which to measure the
applicant’s suitability and qualiﬁcations. Not
only does the applicant know ahead of time the
standard to be met, they also have the onus of
demonstrating they have met it.
Progress is also being made at the national level
in the assessment of foreign-trained architects. A
diﬀerent task force has been struck to develop a
national process for application and evaluation
of foreign applicants, and
the AIBC is on board to
share the knowledge we
have gained over the years
to ensure accord between
our own internal processes
and procedures and those
under development on the
national level.
While there is still a lot to
be done on issues of access
to the profession, the

architectural profession, and B.C. in particular, is
at the forefront of these issues. Underlying it all is
the AIBC’s commitment to making the profession
as accessible as possible, ensuring the fullest range
of competent and qualiﬁed practitioners without
compromising the public interest. It is not the job
of a regulatory body to limit the number of professionals; rather, it is our job to ensure that every
professional who demonstrates he/she has met the
strict requirements for entrance and for practice
has the opportunity to pursue their chosen career.

AIBC REGISTRANT UPDATE
The AIBC announces the following changes in its registry, as reported to AIBC Council from July - December 2008.
NEW LICENSED MEMBERS:
(By completion of Internship)
Mark Ashby
Pawel Tomasz Balas
Charlotte Dunﬁeld
Xiaohui (Sherri) Han
Jocelyn Honeyman
Susanna Houwen
Robert Hunsperger
Howard Leung
Jay Lin
Kurt McLaren
Heidi Nesbitt
Wendy Rempel
Stephanie Robb
Jane Thomsett
Alexander Smith
Karen Smith
Loubser Smith
Marc Trudeau
Annerieke Van Hoek
Derek Ventor
Ulla Vicktor
Ray Wolfe
Sunny Wong
Xu Yang
Correction from previous issue:
Paul Klymczak was incorrectly listed as
Paul Klymczyk.
(By Canadian Reciprocity)
Christopher Brown (Ontario)
Michael Faric (Ontario)
Gabriela Lopez Forte (Ontario)
David Mailing (Ontario)
Jose George Martins (Manitoba)
Ivica Marinic (Alberta)
Diarmund M. Nash (Ontario)
Sasa Radulovic (Manitoba)
(By TILMA)
Douglas Cardinal
Charl G. Johnson
Brad Kennedy
Eric Underwood
(By Inter-recognition)
Terry Frisch (Michigan)
Kevin Henrichson (Texas)
Thomas Holland (Washington)
Jeﬀrey J. Hummel (Washington)
Raymond Johnston (Washington)
Mohammed Lawal (Minnesota)
Kelvin Lit (Massachusetts)
Kimly C. Mangum (Utah)
Jerry McDevitt (Washington)
William Miller (Minnesota)
Thomas Mrozenski (Pennsylvania)
David Ohlemeyer (Missouri)
Charles Terry Shook (North Carolina)
Matthew Soules (New York)
Rebecca Stone (Colorado)
Daniel Tessarolo (Illinois)
David Youse (Ohio)
(By Reinstatement)
Marc Bouille
Robert Bradbury (Dec. 2008)
Fred Collins
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(By Alternative Qualiﬁcations)
Daryoush Firouzli
Keith Holmes
Sheridan MacRae
Eddie Williams
LICENSED MEMBER RESIGNATIONS:
(Fully Resigned)
James Jonassen
LICENSED MEMBERS REMOVED
FROM THE REGISTER:
Robert Bradbury (June 2008)
NEW CERTIFICATES OF PRACTICE:
A & E Architectural & Engineering Inc.
AVRP Architecture Inc.
Christine Ross Architect
Cohos Evamy B.C. Inc.
DB Simpson Architect Inc.
Derek Venter Architect
Designworks Architecture
DLP Architecture Inc.
Douglas Cardinal Architect Inc.
J & R Katz Design + Architecture Inc.
James Paul Architect (reinstatement)
JZMK Architecture and Planning, B.C. Ltd.
Kent G. Halex Architecture Inc.
Leadbeater Architecture + Interiors
Matthew Soules Architecture Inc.
Northern Sky Architecture Inc.
Peter K. Chu Architecture Inc.
Studio 9 Architecture + Planning Ltd.
Taylor Kurtz Architecture + Design Inc.
Turner Fleischer Architects Inc
W Architecture
FIRM NAME CHANGES:
A. Morgulis Architect Inc.
Formerly: A. Morgulis Architect
DA Architects and Planners
Formerly: Downs/Archambault & Partners
CHANGES FROM ACTIVE TO
INACTIVE STATUS:
Michael Huggins Architect Inc.
NEW INACTIVE FIRMS:
C.M Gabriele Architect Ltd.
David E. Miner Architect Ltd.
James R. Anderson Architect Ltd.
J.R. Goodwin Architect Ltd.
Kirsten Reite Architect Inc.
Lynn Webster Architect Ltd.
Tony Yip Architect Inc.
FIRM CLOSURES:
Philip Burrowes Architect
NEW TEMPORARY LICENCES:
Robert Chiotti
Larkin Architect Limited
Collab Arch: Allan Hepburn
Feasibility Study – Wilson Heights United
Church

Brett Conway
EHS Design, Inc.
Collab Arch: Brian Shigetomi MAIBC
North Shore Credit Union, North
Vancouver, BC
Andres Duany
Duany Plater-Zyberk & Co.
Collab Arch: Richard Hulbert MAIBC
Master Planning for site in Tsawwassen, BC
S.J. Lawrence
S.J. Lawrence Incorporated
Collab. Arch: John Gustavson
Francois Mathieu
GLCRMS Architects
Collab Arch: Robert Thibodeau MAIBC
James Murray
CSHQA
Collab. Arch: Brian Christianson
Donald Schmitt
Diamond and Schmitt Architect
Incorporated
Collab Arch: William Locking MAIBC
Faculty of Law Building at UBC
NEW INTERN ARCHITECTS:
Noushin Eftekhar Ashtiani
Usman Aziz
Titi Bahri Irai
Dallas Buchannon
Ying Ju Chen
Elena Chernyshov
Jenny Chow
David Coole
Justin Dyck
David Echaiz-McGrath
Mohammad Javad (Hamid) Erfanian Jam
Michael Ferber
Heather Fitzpatrick
Juanito Gulmatico Jr.
Jason Herzog
David Hodgson
Christer Johansson
Timothy Kindrat
Jia Liu
Andrew MacLean (reinstatement)
Sanaz Mani
Jack McDonald (reinstatement)
Robert McGill
Jennifer Millerd
Craig Mitchell (reinstatement)
Mehran Parnian
Jozef Pavlik
Nazar Pola
Adrian Politano
Ricardo Rego
Tim Rosenberg
Marc Soehngen
Mijeong Song
Tysa Mayla Tenebro
Helena Vamberger
Mike Wartman
Jing Xu
Zhigang Xue
Vincent Yen
Geng Zhang
David Zeibin

NEW INTERN ARCHITECTURAL
TECHNOLOGISTS:
Adam Auger
Andrew Cook
Christopher George
Joseph Hoy
Jessica-Ann Kraus
Courney Moore
Mhairi Nicolson
Andrew Shieck
Danny So
Stefan Walsh
Chih Chin Yen
NEW ARCHITECTURAL
TECHNOLOGISTS:
Eugene Evanetz (reinstatement)
Mhairi Nicolson
Drew Taylor
Alex Vizvary
Stefan Walsh
NEW BUILDING DESIGNERS (transfer):
Christopher Bruntlett
Ian Fraser
Gordon Thomas Burdge
Cameron Reimer
David Oleksewich
Bruce Rayburn
NEW RESIDENTIAL DESIGNERS
(transferred):
Christopher Blanchard
Lionel George Burton
Manolito Canton
Marque Curzon-Thompson
Kory Elliot
Christopher Giroux
John Edward Howes
Bill Lunt
David Lunt
Paolo Salvador
Kevin Simoes
Calvin Wang
Jason Ward
NEW ARCHITECTURAL GRADUATES:
Heather Johnston
NEW STUDENT MEMBERS:
Mahdi Askarzadeh
Dawn Beveridge
José Chan
Ying-Jhou Chen
Nicolette Cowan
Navid Fereidooni
Anita Lee
Stefan Levasseur
Arthur Tseng
78 applications received from BCIT students
(Names available upon request)
NEW AFFILIATES:
Bill Hustler–Anderson Cove Construction Ltd.
Joanna Kostanski
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OPINION

From Chile with Love:
On Architecture and Culture Shock

A self-portrait

By Adam Policzer MAIBC

After having worked a couple of months in an
architect’s oﬃce in Vancouver, I realized I had
to make some serious re-adjustments to the ideal
architect image I had brought with me from Chile.
In Canada, architects were not supposed to be
God. You see, any self-respecting Chilean architect
of my generation would tell his client the kind of
building the he needed; what the client wanted
was a minor consideration. After all, the surgeon
doesn’t ask the patient if he wants an appendectomy. The architect is the professional who knows.
So at ﬁrst, I had trouble understanding those
strange Canadian institutions, such as public
hearings, where the architect has to go and show
his design - his creation - to the neighbours and
address their comments and concerns. I was in
real shock when a client once told me, “Adam,
you are mistaken, I had not asked for a ﬂat roof
but a gable roof.”
This was in 1975. My family and I had just
arrived from Chile where I had graduated from
one of the four schools of architecture the
country had at that time, and had practiced for
around 10 years before the military dictatorship
forced us to leave and seek Canada’s refuge.
I was lucky in many accounts. Despite construction being slow, within one month of my arrival
I found work as a draftsman in a small architectural ﬁrm, where I stayed for almost ﬁve years.
I was the most junior of four pencil pushers
(today you might say “mouse pushers”). The
practice covered a wide range of commercial
and residential projects. I relied on an amazingly knowledgeable principal for my training.
I couldn’t have found a better place to re-learn
the profession.
The drafting skills I had developed during my
education and professional life in Chile served
me well in my new position, once I managed to
overcome some unanticipated challenges. For
instance, in Chile any serious drawing would
be done in ink on a hard, very transparent
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“diamond” paper that
could be, once the
drawing was ﬁnished, “drycleaned”
with benzene
- a very ﬂammable
solvent that was
present in every
architect’s oﬃce next
to the ashtray (I am not
making this up.) I had to
learn in a hurry, and with great diﬃculty, how
to keep a pencil drawing reasonably clean as I
couldn’t devise a method to dryclean it.
I met many other challenges in those early
days. For instance, the ﬁrst time I was given the
responsibility of a residential project, I realized
that I did not have a clue how people in North
America lived, how they used the spaces in the
house, what was small, what was large, what was
adequate. I had to dive into the ﬁrm’s dead-ﬁle
storage and spend long hours looking at old
projects to learn sizes, relations, etc.
Learning to read the Building Code and the
Zoning Bylaws (a diﬀerent one for each municipality!) was another challenge. To understand
that drawings were “contract documents” got
me almost in hot water. In Chile a yearly inﬂation rate of 30% plus was part of normal life. So
construction was always cost plus. Which meant
that drawings, especially architectural drawings,
were considered general guidelines; architects
were expected to “adorn” ﬂoor plans with
fancy pavements and elevations with nice stone
claddings. They were a kind of “nice ideas” that
nobody took too seriously.
I learned through hard experience that you
don’t do this here when a furious contractor
asked me in a quite unfriendly way what the
expletive was going on and who the expletive
had told me to include ﬂagstone pathways
around the house when it was not in the price
he had given.

I was lucky
to get out of
that episode
without a
bloody nose.
One would
think that coming from a South
American country,
I would tend to
make every oﬃce or apartment building look
like haciendas or “misiones.” Well, not quite.
The “international style” of Gropius, Mies et
al were prevalent in every school of architecture in the 1950s, including the “Escuela de
Arquitectura de la Universidad de Chile” where
I studied. I perused the same Architectural
Record magazines and was inspired by (or should
I say “copied”?) the same projects as any McGill
or University of British Columbia student. So
design as such was probably the easiest part of
my adaptation process.
Registration was also a challenge, the same as
I am sure it was, and is, for every applicant,
regardless of where she or he graduated. I
became an AIBC member in 1980. An architect
friend who was also from Chile had graduated
around that time, and two years later we formed
a partnership.
I returned to Chile for the ﬁrst time in 1989,
the year the country started its return to democracy. As I looked at what was being built, I
realized that I had become a Canadian architect
who had been educated in Chile. The new
buildings that were going up in Santiago felt
alien, not because of their design but because
of a disregard for the context. The absence of
laymen’s input, combined with what I assume was a weak planning authority, created a
cityscape full of “prima donna” projects, each
one oblivious of the eﬀect it had on its neighbours. I returned to Vancouver with the feeling
of coming home.
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